An electric universe
magnoflux aether tunnel

Class-A imagineering: PART III

SDI vision mixer
Automatic heterodyne filter
Single-frequency element oscillators

Circuit Ideas
- Frequency divider
- Accurate one second clock
- Low range AM transmitter
- Ceramic cartridge preamp
- and much more ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 754C 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 744A 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 640A 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 420A 200MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 2445/2445B - 150MHz - 4 channel</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 2445 - 150MHz - 4 channel +DMM</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 2430/2430A - Digital Storage - 150MHz</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 2245A - 100MHz - 4 channel</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 2235 - 100MHz - Dual channel</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz - Dual channel D.S.O</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 2211 - 60MHz - Dual channel D.S.O</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 310 50MHz - DSO - 2 channel</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 320 100MHz - DSO - 2 channel</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 350C - 500 MHz - Digital Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 305C - 500 MHz - Digital Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 310C - 100MHz - 4 channel analogue</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 320C - 100MHz - 2 channel digital</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 340C - 200MHz - 2 channel digital</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 405C - 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 460A 500 MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 744A 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 754C 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECTRUM ANALYSERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advantest R1311 (10 Hz - 3.5GHz)</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilent (HP) 3666A (opt. 1D1) Dual ch. Dynamic Signal Analyser</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilent (HP) 3666A High Performance spec. An.</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilent (HP) 6835A (opt. 12) Tracking Gen. 50MHz-2.5GHz</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilent (HP) B2956A (opt. 108) Tracking Gen. 50MHz-2.5GHz</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix (Agilent) 6835A (opt 411/103/153/160)</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix (Agilent) B2956A (opt 411/103/153/160)</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farnell SAA-100A 9kHz-10GHz Spec. An.</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 3525A (0.25GHz - 2.5GHz)</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 3525A 40 MHz - Spectro Analyser</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 3525B 20 - 40 MHz</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 3525A 50 GHz - Digital Signal Analyser</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 3525A -100kHz - 1.5GHz Spectrum Analyser</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 2717C (opt. 1E1) Network An. 3GHz</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 2717A - 3GHz - Network Analyser</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 8722A - Network Analyser (1GHz)</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 8725A (300MHz - 3GHz) Network An.</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 87253B - 2GHz Spectrum Network Analyzer (3GHz)</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard 87257A Scalr Network Analyser</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix Spectrum Analyser</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 640A - 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 4200 - 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 7500 - 500MHz - 4 channel digital</td>
<td>£3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**QUALITY SECOND-USER TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 7500/7000/7000A/7000A/2002A</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 7500/7000/7000A/7000A/2002A</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 7500/7000/7000A/7000A/2002A</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TDS 7500/7000/7000A/7000A/2002A</td>
<td>£1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee and 90 days in some cases.

Add carriage and VAT to all goods.
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Passive Component Analyser

Automatic Identification and Measurement

Inductance: 1µH to 10H
Capacitance: 1pF to 10,000µF
Resistance: 1Ω to 2MΩ
Basic accuracy: 1%

“Astonishingly, this little unit seems to pack most of the punch of a large and very expensive automated LCR bridge into its tiny case.”

Andy Flind - EPE Magazine

Semicluctor Analyser

Automatic Pinout Identification:

- Transistor gain measurement
- MOSFET gate threshold measurement
- PN junction characteristics measurement
- Shocked Junction identification
- Transistor leakage measurement
- Auto power on/off

- Bipolar transistors, Darlington transistors,
- Diode protected transistors, Resistor shunted transistors,
- Enhancement mode MOSFETs, Depletion mode MOSFETs,
- Junction FETs, Diodes and diode networks,
- LEDs (+bicolours)

Visit www.peakelec.co.uk to download the data sheets, user guides and copies of independent reviews. You can pay using a cheque, postal order, credit or debit card and even pay securely online. Please contact us for your volume requirements.
Speak up!

As I said last month, we have finally got around to doing another reader survey. A lucky winner (pulled from the hat) will receive a bottle of Champagne, but if you’d rather get a free subscription or one of our archive CDs, do let me know. This survey is very important to us, as it will steer the direction of Electronics World for the foreseeable future. So please participate if you want your voice to be heard.

In this issue we have yet another bumper crop of circuit ideas in an effort to reduce the time taken to publish ideas. And I can report that for new ideas, the wait time is down to just under a year – but it was 18 months not long ago! My aim is to get this down to three months, so as long as no one objects, and no one has so far, I’ll continue to do bumper Circuit Ideas sections until my goal has been reached.

Also this month we have a slightly off topic contribution from Clive Stevens on the subject of magnoflux aether tunnels, which I’m sure will stimulate debate in the Letters section. And talking about letters, Mr. Catt has decided to put his money where his mouth is. To find out how – Letters begin on page 54.

Elsewhere, we’ve got Graham Maynard’s excellent continuing saga of things audio, an automatic heterodyne filter for the RF aficionados, a different slant on oscillators and another thought provoking piece from Leslie Green.

I read on the internet this week that in April this year Tim Berners-Lee (the inventor of the World Wide Web), had won the Finnish Technology Award Foundation’s first Millennium Technology Prize. Highly commendable all round. But how come the first award was in 2004 not 2000? Perhaps they ought to rename the award.

I’m sure a lot of you are getting bored with my monthly ramblings so, if anybody else has some comments or observations on our industry and would like to air them – feel free to send in a leader column. This page normally runs around 4-500 words – so any volunteers gratefully received. And unlike the Letters section – you’ll actually get paid!

Phil Reed
Lead-free legislation in free-fall

Europe's forthcoming RoHS Directive is causing chaos in the industry as firms, trade groups and governments argue over definitions within the Directive. Much of the industry confusion stems from the term 'homogeneous materials' which is used to define the basic component by which concentrations of lead, chromium and other dangerous materials are measured.

Three possible alternatives exist for a definition of homogeneous material: Whole assemblies like modules, PCBs or even a whole TV or computer; individual components such as ICs; or the raw materials themselves. The latter definition is the only one that would see lead eliminated completely from components. This is the definition to which chip firms such as National Semiconductor, Intel and Zetex are working.

Using the component as a basic definition would allow lead to be used on the terminations of components. This definition is supported by trade bodies including EICTA, the pan-European group. However, such a classification could result in major problems for manufacturers. Components marked as 'RoHS Compliant' might, or might not, contain lead and the manufacturer would have no immediate way of knowing which components contain lead, and which do not.

Components that use lead on their terminations could reduce reliability if used with lead-free solderers and could ruin solder baths. Manufacturers would have little option but to test every batch of components to see whether they contain lead.

The problems extend to other materials banned under RoHS. Hexavalent chromium, for example, is carcinogenic - far more so than lead - and is often used to plate mechanical components. The thin layers used means that the compound could be used to plate a screw and still meet the 0.01 per cent limit.

At a meeting of the EC's technical adaptation committee (TAC) in May, the final definition should have been made, but EC procedures and voting rules meant it had to wait. Following this TAC meeting, a clear definition of the term was called for by the DTI in a report it commissioned from ERA Technology.

This report was presented at the most recent TAC meeting. It said "There is a requirement for a clear understanding of how the definition of the maximum concentration values will be interpreted". However, at this latest TAC meeting the issue was still not cleared up, despite a vote on the matter that should have seen the relevant paragraphs inserted into the Directive.

A source told EW that the number of votes needed to make a decision was not reached. Uncertainty over the new voting rules meant not enough members were available at the meeting. All European member states must implement their version of the RoHS Directive by August 13, but the failure of the TAC to come to a conclusion about the term 'homogeneous materials' means that Governments will have to provide their own definition, which might not be common to all states.

LEDs close to 100lm/W

LED firm Osram Opto Semiconductors is claiming an efficiency of 96lm/Watt for an LED.

The 300x300µm device emits more than 12lumens at 70mA, claimed the firm, although the highest efficiency is achieved at a more modest 20mA of drive current.

"The efficiency of 96lm/W is the highest reported efficiency at this wavelength (618nm)," said a spokeswoman at the German firm. "However, even more important might be the fact that it is achieved with a purely surface emitting LED."

Surface emitting LEDs are more useful, and are easier to couple light in and out of fibres. "Most other high-brightness LEDs use all sides of the chip for light extraction. Even if these chips achieve high efficiency values, the luminance is much lower," said the spokeswoman.

"For operation at higher currents, we just increase the emitting area," she added. The firm has thin-film LEDs available for nominal operating currents of 50mA (chip-size 300µm), 200mA (500µm) and 400mA (1000µm).

The devices are made using AlGaInP materials.

High powered LED

LED chip maker Cree recently demonstrated 57lm/W of white light from an LED die operating at 350mA and 1.42lm from the same device operating at 1A.

"The company believes that these are the highest reported results for a high power packaged LED chip to date," said a spokeswoman. North Carolina-based Cree uses a combination of silicon carbide and gallium nitride materials to make its LEDs. It produces blue, green and near-UV diodes as well as near-UV lasers.

Colossus 60 years old comes out of retirement

The Science Museum in London hosted an important anniversary on June 1st. It was 60 years ago to the day that the first Colossus Mark II was commissioned at Bletchley Park. Colossus was the world's first electronic digital computer and it played an important role in enabling the deciphering of high level German tactical messages during World War II.

Over one hundred and twenty people were present including Harry Fensom, an original Colossus engineer, now 83 years old. Wrns played an important role in the operation of Colossus and 20 attended the event offering useful stories about operating the machine.

The event also marked the near-completion of a rebuild of Colossus MKII. Tony Sale, who is running the project gave a presentation showing for the first time, on the rebuild, how the machine was actually used to break a cipher in 1944.
Getting to grips with 90nm

Each shift to a smaller manufacturing process brings a raft of new problems for chip makers. The move from 0.13μm to 90nanometre has proven exceptionally tricky.

Now Intel is claiming to have gained ground on one of the major problems - that of current leakage. As the process and hence transistor channel length shrinks, the oxide layer separating the gate from the drain-source channel must also shrink. However, with gate oxide thickness approaching 1nm, or 10Angstrom, leakage through the oxide becomes a major problem.

Using exotic materials such as hafnium oxides is a solution, but not one that can be integrated into today’s processes. Intel in its 90nm Dothan processor - sold as a mobile Pentium - has managed to double transistor count, while raising clock speed and lowering power compared to its 0.13μm chip (codenamed Banias). Dothan has 140 million transistors, Banias has 77 million, but both have a die size of 83mm².

Intel has used multiple threshold transistors in the core. Slow transistors not on the critical path can have thicker gate oxides to reduce current leakage. To improve speed the substrate uses strained silicon. This stretches the silicon lattice by growing a thin layer of germanium. The larger lattice spacing leads to increased carrier mobility.

Various sections of the design industry are also working to help with the problems faced at 90nm, not least the EDA tool suppliers and process library developers. EDA firms are releasing tools that can automatically design with ‘voltage islands’, where different areas of the chip have different supply voltages. They can also cope with several types of transistors with differing threshold voltages. Library vendors are also offering cells that cope with voltage islands and multiple thresholds.

Lasers make microstructures on a hair

Researchers at Boston College in Massachusetts adapted a micro-fabrication technique to mould polymer features onto hair. Called multi-photon-absorption photo-polymerisation (MAP), the technique involves depositing polymer at the focal point of a laser. Scanning and modulating the beam “allows for the formation of intricate, three-dimensional patterns,” said the college, which claims that it “makes it possible to create features that are 1,000 times smaller than the diameter of a human hair.”

The discovery of biocompatibility was serendipity, following on from the original purpose of the study which was to demonstrate intricate and resilient structures could be created with MAP using cheap, common materials.

In order to demonstrate the size of the features that could be created, the researchers fabricated structures near a human hair and in the course of these experiments discovered it was also possible to fabricate structures on the hair itself. “We built the structure on top of the hair with a material that is akin to Plexiglas [Perspex],” said Professor John Fourkas. “One of the really exciting and unexpected things about this is that we found that we could make this structure on the hair without harming it in any way.”

This has prompted the researchers to look for other bio-applications. “It suggests that we could accomplish the same with other biological materials. One could imagine, for instance, building devices directly on skin, blood vessels, and eventually even a living cell,” said Fourkas, who cautioned: “While this idea is currently in the realm of science fiction, our results represent an important step in that direction.”

Back at the original reason for the project, Fourkas sees MAP as a way to make optical components for opto-electronics. “While there are applications of the technique we used in the optical communications area that are being pursued by us and by others, writing a structure on a hair does not have direct bearing on optical communications,” he said. “On the other hand, we can and have done exactly the same sort of thing on optical fibres that are of comparable size, and this does have direct bearing.”
University of Florida students have turned to a paint ball gun to position wireless sensors in hazardous and difficult-to-reach places.

The project is part of a military-sponsored programme to find ways of safely sniffing out hidden explosives, led by Florida-based Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control.

Numerous delivery mechanisms, including a gun made of plastic tubing, were tried before settling on an off-the-shelf paintball gun.

The projectile, currently a prototype, includes a transmitter, a sensor and a wire antenna, all powered by a watch battery.

As miniature chemical and explosive detectors are not yet available, the team opted to install an accelerometer which allowed force measurements to be made during launch and landing.

“I think the most important thing for the proof of concept was to see if the electronics could survive the impact,” said electrical engineering student Felipe Sutantri.

Getting the projectile to stick proved problematic. Eventually an “industrial polymer” was discovered that provided instant grab. The weight of the polymer, together with the arrangement of the components, causes the projectile to be heaviest at the front, which helps it fly straight and strike the target with its sticky end. “What we did was we made its tip heavy so it’s like a dart — it doesn’t tumble over,” said Sutantri.

Tests show the transmitter could report data from over 70m, while the paintball gun can shoot the projectile 20m. “Both distances could be extended in the production version,” said Florida.

San Diego-based Ministry of Mobile Affairs (MoMA) has revealed the tiny Eve mobile gaming console, based around an x86 processor and running Microsoft’s XP Embedded operating system.

“The single largest challenge to enter the mobile gaming console market has always been signing up developers to deliver games for unique [non-x86] hardware architectures,” said VIA spokesman Richard Brown. Ministry of Mobile Affairs is “dedicated to providing affordable yet unsubsidised [by games sales] mobile gaming based upon the x86 architecture”, said Huang, who is the author of ‘Hacking the Xbox: An Introduction to Reverse Engineering’.

Flexible LCDs
Scientists at Philips have created flexible LCDs by coating a plastic foil with a fluid mixture, followed by a single step ultraviolet (UV) light exposure process. The firm said it is an improvement over the company’s previous process, which required two separate UV exposure steps to produce the array of liquid crystal cells.

“Using a simpler and less time-consuming offset printing stage is a major step towards the realization of reel-to-reel LCD manufacturing,” said Philips.
Sliders, but not as you know them

Fabless chip touch sensor chip firm Quantum Research Group of Southampton has developed a replacement for electromechanical slider controls. QT401 is a 'slider chip' that senses along a line or arc and provides a linear to a resolution of one part in 128.

A resistive element, which can be made from transparent indium-tin oxide, acts as the capacitive sensor and can be located behind up to 3mm of insulator including glass and plastic.

"This chip is for control panels in appliances, or in just about any consumer product where you would expect to see a knob or linear control, for example for brightness, volume, temperature, power and other functions," said Quantum. The output is a SPI serial interface. Data output can be interpreted as either a linear control, or as a series of buttons or a mixture of the two, depending on the needs of the designer, said the firm.

To create up to eight buttons, the output range is interpreted as a number of sub-ranges.

"It can be used with clear sensing elements to create LED-backlit touch zones for a very dramatic effect, or to show position after the touch is released," said Quantum. See Quantum's Concept Cooktop at www.qprox.com

Low-cost chip make fibre affordable

A Scottish spin-off firm from Heriot-Watt University has developed a single chip that can drive multiple fibre optic standards.

The device could dramatically lower the cost of fibre links and beat copper is many applications. "So far it has been prohibitively expensive to add optical interconnects to most devices," said Dr Keith Symington, founder of Conjunct. "It has only been telecoms switches and routers costing thousands of dollars."

Conjunct's device could be applied to a PCB and would offer short range optical links.

"What we're creating is a system package that incorporates the integration of optical transceiver, passives, serialiser/deserialiser and a field programmable gate array," says Symington.

The FPGA allows the device to implement multiple comms standards across the fibre, including USB, FireWire, Gigabit Ethernet, Fibre Channel, SCSI and PCI Express.

"The advantage of a field configurable standard product is that an engineer can just pick it off the shelf and choose to implement the protocol required," Symington said.

Scotland gets opto design centre

Scottish Enterprise has opened a design centre aimed at the commercialisation of optoelectronic research. Optocap is based in Livingston and hopes to attract university spin-offs, researchers, start-ups and established companies. They will be able to use the centre's facilities and service to develop and test their ideas.

"It's the kind of practical support for innovative products that will give them the competitive edge in the market place," said David Ruxton, chief executive of Optocap. The £4m centre is jointly funded by Scottish Enterprise and the European Regional Development Fund.

One of the main focuses of the centre will be the packaging of optoelectronic devices.

"Packaging of these very fragile and complex devices is often the main barrier to producing a commercially viable product," said Ruxton.

"With as much as seventy five per cent of the product cost lying in the packaging process," he continues.

The first two firms to make use of Optocap are Edinburgh's Micro Emissive Displays and Conjunct, a spin-off from Heriot-Watt University.

Tiny RF tag reader opens door to new applications

Not much bigger than an RF identification (RFID) tag, Wokingham-based Innovision claims this is the world's smallest and lowest-cost 13.56MHz RFID reader.

"The reader has been designed to enable the next generation of RFID applications. For example, by passing your MP3 player with a built-in reader over an NFC-enabled music poster, you could download a sample track from the advertised album instantly or even purchase the entire CD," said Rob Kitchen, head of the firm's consumer business.

Known as 'io', it is aimed at the fledgling Near Field Communications (NFC) standard and includes a risc microcontroller to allow users to keep up with changes in the standard. "The reader's future-proofing for the emerging NFC standards opens up the possibility of RFID applications in completely new areas," said Kitchen.

io runs off 2.8V and reads and writes to industry-standard 13.56MHz RFID tags and smart labels.

Innovision specialises in RF tag products and is probably best known for developing the technology behind talking Star Wars toys a few years ago. www.nfc-rfid.com www.innovation-group.com
RF amplifier gets efficient

A firm from Cambridge claims to have improved the efficiency of power amplifiers used in mobile phone basestations, in some cases doubling or tripling the efficiency to 35 per cent.

Nujira said its technology is suitable for wideband-CDMA and OFDM modulation techniques and could be applied to other wideband systems.

The firm is using a tracking technique to increase efficiency, which involves modulating the voltage to the drain of the RF power transistors in sync with the signal envelope.

This technique of envelope tracking is well known, but can create significant distortion in the output while making the power supply design rather difficult. "This in itself can cause some other distasteful effects," said Nujira.

The firm has managed to reduce distortion by ensuring the drain voltage supply very accurately tracks the RF-envelope and claims to have produced the required power supply.

Power supply modulation has been achieved with an efficiency of greater than 85 per cent and bandwidths over 60MHz, it said. "We are demonstrating a 20 Watt multi-carrier WCDMA amplifier using high accuracy envelope tracking," said Tim Haynes, Nujira's CEO. He said the firm is "demonstrating that the poor efficiencies associated with WCDMA and OFDM systems need no longer be the case".

Other techniques to improve performance of RF amplifiers include pre-distortion and feed-forward. However, the firm said these "are complex and require complicated hardware circuits for implementation and rarely achieve efficiencies of over 20 per cent in cellular systems".

Nujira has received almost $1m in funding to develop its products. If the technology can be made successfully, a mobile operator could save several hundred million pounds over the ten year life of a 10,000 basestation network in electricity charges alone.

Novel technology shows its TV credentials

Claiming it to be the largest of its kind, US firm iFire has unveiled a 34in. colour inorganic electroluminescent (EL) flat panel display.

"Producing a 34-inch prototype display of this quality in our R&D facility proves both the scalability and the simplicity of our electroluminescent technology," said company president Anthony Johnston. "Proving the scalability of our technology is an important milestone as we move from R&D into pilot production."

Based on iFire's proprietary thick-film dielectric electroluminescent (TDEL) technology, the prototype is also the first native high definition display of its kind. The 1280x768 display can handle 720p video and XGA computer data.

"iFire is well on track to produce high-definition, mid-30in. sized flat panel television modules," said Barry Heck, President & CEO of The Westaim Corporation which owns iFire.

iFire claims a 30in. TDEL display will cost 30 to 50 per cent less than a similar LCD or plasma display. This may be true, but techniques for making these other technologies are well established and iFire will have to work hard to get market acceptance.

"We see a major market opportunity for an affordable high-quality flat panel display technology," said Johnston. "Our analysis indicates that iFire's TDEL will have a sustainable manufacturing cost advantage and will require a smaller capital investment for manufacturing. This presents a very attractive alternative to other flat panel display technologies for potential manufacturing partners."

The firm plans to begin pilot production of 34in. high-definition television display modules in 2005.

Record claim for OLEDs

Universal Display Corporation (UDC) is claiming a record for power efficiency using white OLEDs (organic light emitting diodes).

The firm has used phosphorescent OLED technology to make a device with luminous efficiency of 38candela/Amp and a power efficiency of 18.4lumen/Watt at 1,000cd/m². The device has a white emission with a colour rendering index (CRI) of 79.

UDC is aiming its OLEDs at both displays and at white backlighting applications. In the latter case it is working with Toyota.

"This demonstration is crucial to establishing white OLED technology as a suitable, and more efficient, alternative to traditional displays and LCD backlighting," said Dr Julie Brown, chief technical officer at UDC.

The firm said the use of phosphorescent materials with OLED allows quantum efficiency to approach 100 per cent, four times that of a standard OLED.

Phosphorescent materials are commonly used to convert higher energy photons from blue or violet LEDs into lower energy green and red photons, thereby creating a white light source.

UDC has also developed flexible OLEDs built on thin metallic substrates. Making flexible OLEDs is tricky, as the organic layer must be kept sealed from the outside environment as moisture and oxygen are poisonous to the materials.

UDC used alternating layers of polymer and ceramic film applied in a vacuum to seal the display. The 150x150mm display was built on a 100μm substrate.
In line with our policy of producing top quality products at amazing prices we have reduced the price of our best selling items by up to 50%

Don’t delay - this is for a limited period only!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>19” Horizontal 2U High</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Sockets</td>
<td>13A/4/R</td>
<td>£22.65 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sockets</td>
<td>13A/6/R</td>
<td>£27.57 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sockets</td>
<td>13A/7/R</td>
<td>£30.96 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Sockets</td>
<td>T13A/4</td>
<td>£20.25 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sockets</td>
<td>T13A/6</td>
<td>£24.60 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Sockets</td>
<td>T13A/8</td>
<td>£31.47 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Sockets</td>
<td>T13A/10</td>
<td>£34.95 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Sockets</td>
<td>T13A/12</td>
<td>£39.62 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Left Hand with Switch</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Sockets</td>
<td>4LH/MS</td>
<td>£20.25 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Sockets</td>
<td>5LH/MS</td>
<td>£23.37 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sockets</td>
<td>6LH/MS</td>
<td>£24.60 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Sockets</td>
<td>8LH/MS</td>
<td>£31.47 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Sockets</td>
<td>10LH/MS</td>
<td>£34.95 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Sockets</td>
<td>12LH/MS</td>
<td>£39.62 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Right Hand with Switch</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Sockets</td>
<td>4RH/MS</td>
<td>£20.25 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Sockets</td>
<td>5RH/MS</td>
<td>£23.37 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sockets</td>
<td>6RH/MS</td>
<td>£24.60 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Sockets</td>
<td>8RH/MS</td>
<td>£31.47 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Sockets</td>
<td>10RH/MS</td>
<td>£34.95 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Sockets</td>
<td>12RH/MS</td>
<td>£39.62 ea. Nett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This promotion cannot be used in association with any other discount or offer. Olson Electronics Ltd reserve the right to change the price without prior notice.
SDI Vision Mixer

Mike Cox, video design guru and analogue dinosaur designs his first digital vision mixer. This is the story of how he came to love digits and is the account of an 18 month project to build the unit.

The IBC show in Amsterdam (one of the world’s largest and most prestigious broadcast hardware events) has long had an information channel, which trails and promotes Conference Sessions and other events in the show. This has been displayed on around 70 – 80 screens around the RAI Exhibition and Conference Centre. I have been involved with this for the last 10 shows as technical director. The images are mainly derived from Aston Character Generators (CGs), which Aston kindly lend the IBC, augmented by several computers with digital video recording facilities and associated graphics composing. Some years ago, the RAI-ACS decided that it wanted an SDI (Serial Digital Interface, 270Mb/s) feed to the PAL modulators that feed the RAI cable distribution system. The Info Channel at that time was arranged as an analogue component system. To meet the SDI requirement, we fitted a Vistek YPbPr to SDI converter at the end of the local chain.

All the video switching and mixing was done in YPbPr, using a device called a Title Assembler. This is an 8 input, 2 bank YPbPr device, originally designed for broadcast facility graphics compose areas, with simple dissolve between the banks. Following this was a simple Split Screen unit, which allowed insertion of a ‘strap’ along the bottom of the screen, carrying information about the current conference session, and who is currently speaking. This is vital information for those who are combining conference attendance and visits to the exhibition.

A final fade to black facility completed the video path. These analogue products had been designed over the years, drawing heavily on work I had done with Cox Associates and Vistek. In between IBCs, they live in my garage, along with all the power and video cables for the complete control system: and some other analogue component mixers that are used for the IBC Conference A/V set-up.

After IBC2001, it was felt that the Info Channel should move into the digital age and perform all switching and mixing on SDI signals, particularly as the Aston CGs all had SDI outputs. The target was to build an SDI mixer incorporating all the switching, mixing, split screen and fade facilities that we needed by IBC2002. The mixer has now been used in anger at IBC2002 and IBC2003. The following is an account of the design and development process.

Early work

It might be worth setting out my resources to undertake this task. I used to operate a company that made video mixers, as well as PAL/NTSC/SECAM coders, switchers and a variety of broadcast items. Some readers may have come across the COX 841 series of mixers, or even the COX T8/T16/T24 series. I had a lot to do with the 841s, but very little to do with the T series as they used processors such as the Z80 in the control system, and I am an analogue dinosaur! However, after the company was bought by Carlton in 1985, Cox Associates (CAL) was set up to produce test generators, and also the 2036 Title Assembler mentioned earlier. CAL designed numbers of small spine cards using Surface Mount (SM) components for such things as video crosspoints, 75 ohm driving output amplifiers and blanking regenerators, which were used in the Title Assemblers and various routing switches.

In parallel with this, I helped Vistek Electronics financially with a management buy-out from GEC-McMichael, and after Vistek bought back my original company from Carlton in 1990, I threw Cox Associates into the pot, and semi-retired. Vistek continued to make some CAL designs, and I continued my responsibility for these, mostly working from home.

To do this, I have a reasonably well-equipped lab at home, although it only measures 8 feet by 5 feet. It contains an SPG, a component (YPbPr) test generator, a caption...
camera (CCD) looking at a card, oscilloscope, spectrum analyser, EPROM programmer etc. In addition there are several picture monitors, some proprietary analogue to SDI converters and a PC and printer. ORCAD and Boardmaker software (DOS versions) cover the CAD side of things.

At a leisurely pace over the previous years, I had done some simple digital video experiments, building up on a large peg board a 27MHz clock generator, video ADC and DAC, simple digital sin^2 pulse and bar/ramp generator, frame store, 3x1 switcher, and a number generator driven by a shaft encoder. This led to some thoughts on interconnection.

All the parts that are easily available are 8-bit – EPROMs, 8 wide latches and buffers such as 74HC574/541. Hence the decision was taken that all work would be 8 bits wide, although the CCIR and SMPTE specifications do allow for 10-bit working. The standard 8-bit interconnection uses a 10-pin IDC connector on 0.3" ribbon cable. By extension, the ‘601’ interconnect uses a 14-pin IDC connector and ribbon cable. The extra pins cater for the clock signal, and some extra ground. This has proved remarkably simple and economic.

A pair of SDI equalisers were built before the mixer project started. These proved useful at IBC some years ago when a long length of indifferent quality coaxial cable was used for a particular run, and the signal was beginning to go over the digital ‘cliff’. These use Gennum GS9004/GS9007 parts, each giving three outputs.

**Brief tutorial on SDI**

Standard definition digital television involves sampling the analogue-luminance signal (Y) at 13.5MHz (564 x H frequency), and the two colour difference (Pb, Pr) signals at 6.75MHz. Due attention has to be paid to levels at the input to the ADCs. Black level for digital signals is set at 16 (10h), and peak level at 235 (EBh) for Y and 240 (F0h) for Cb and Cr. Note that Pb/Pr notation is used for analogue colour difference signals, and Cb/Cr for their digital version. Care must be taken in any digital processing to ensure that levels do not stray into the 00h or Ffh region as these levels are used to indicate End of Active Video (EAV) and Start of Active Video (SAV).

The three streams are multiplexed together with an effective speed of 27MHz. At this point the streams are parallel 8 or 10-bits wide. The object of SDI is to serialise the parallel signals into a single stream at 270Mbits/sec. The stream is sent at around 800mV pk-pk on a 75-ohm coaxial distribution system. Thus, standard good quality video cable and jackfields can be used. Because of the high frequencies involved, there is a limit of around 300 metres for signal transmission using the best quality 75-ohm cable. The failure is very sudden, and is called the ‘digital cliff’. Good installation practice would introduce equalisers at around 250 metres in the run. Devices called ‘cable clones’ simulate lengths of cable and allow testing of equipment.

Parallel 8 or 10-bits wide. The object of SDI is to serialise the parallel signals into a single stream at 270Mbits/sec. The stream is sent at around 800mV pk-pk on a 75-ohm coaxial distribution system. Thus, standard good quality video cable and jackfields can be used. Because of the high frequencies involved, there is a limit of around 300 metres for signal transmission using the best quality 75-ohm cable. The failure is very sudden, and is called the ‘digital cliff’. Good installation practice would introduce equalisers at around 250 metres in the run. Devices called ‘cable clones’ simulate lengths of cable and allow testing of equipment easier switch matrix design in that 74VHCxxx parts can be used as they are only handling 27MHz clock frequency, and the layout becomes much simpler. After the ‘601’ signals are de-multiplexed to YCbCr, the clock rate drops to 13.5MHz, which is even simpler.

**Input section**

Most SDI receiver systems use at least two chips, but Gennum offer a single chip receiver, GS7005, which has built-in equalisation for up to 75 metres of cable. For a video mixer, where the sources are relatively close, this was not a problem. Also by using PCB mounting upright BNCs, the SDI signal path length was about 1 inch, thus minimising any return loss issues. The GS705/705 has a 52-pin QFP package, and one of the early jobs was to create a Boardmaker library shape for it. Deep joy was in the house when the chip was married up to a print of the shape, and it fitted.

Top: Levels
Bottom: Block Diagram
The eight GS7005s were laid out on a strip PCB 270mm by 38mm, and was designed to fit directly to the rear panel of the mixer. Each receiver chip has a pin, which can light an LED to indicate a valid input. These pins were also remoted to a panel at the front of the mixer to give a clear indication of which inputs are being fed.

The 601 outputs were taken away on 14 pin plugs, mating with the 14 pin IDC sockets on ribbon cables. Note that I refer to ‘601’. This is an unbalanced version, perfectly valid to use within a unit. True CCIR601 uses balanced signals, specially twisted ribbon cables, and D25 connectors.

Several problems showed up

One of the inputs did not work, and on investigation, it seemed as if the chip was suspect. Gennum’s agent very kindly sent a replacement, and the original chip was carefully removed. This was achieved by grinding down the blade of a cheap Stanley knife so that it could slide under the legs of the chip once they had been de-soldered. Unfortunately, I do not possess an infra-red reflow tunnel so all SM components have to be soldered using solder cream and the finest solder bit that Weller offer.

When the chip was replaced, it still did not work. A close examination of the rear of the board showed that a ‘via’ hole that was supposed to connect to the rear ground plane did not. A scrape and some solder cured the problem.

Another problem was the +5 volts distribution. Power is fed in near input 1, and a long track takes it down the board. The +5 volts at input 1 fell to around 4.5 volts at input 8. A piece of 30 SWG wrap wire in parallel cured any problem due to volts drop. The proper cure is of course to use wider track.

Switch matrix

Attention now turned to the switch matrix. The choice of switch element was the 74VHC574 8-bit latch. A card was laid out with 8 of these crosspoints with their outputs in parallel, and the output enable pin (OE) used for crosspoint control. Each latch uses the clock input from the ‘601’ input. The eight clock feeds are then selected by a 74HC251 8 to 1 multiplexer. A three line to eight-line decoder is used to translate the 3-line control input to each of the output enable pins. To indicate matrix status, SM LEDs are fitted to each crosspoint. The output and control connections to each card are via a 16-pin socket, designed to mate with a plug on the mixer motherboard. Each card therefore makes up one bank of the matrix.

The inputs are on 14-pin headers, which mate with IDC connectors on ribbon cable. Note that each SDI receiver drives a 4-drop cable,
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DC Motor Speed Controller (5A/100V)
Control the speed of almost any common DC motor rated up to 100V/5A. Pulse width modulation output for maximum motor torque at all speeds. Supply: 5-15VDC. Box supplied. Dimensions (mm): 60x100x60H.
Kit Order Code: 3057KT - £12.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3057 - £19.95

NEW! PC / Standalone Unipolar Stepper Motor Driver
Drives any 5, 6 or 8-lead unipolar stepper motor up to 6 Amps max. Provides speed and direction control. Operates in stand-alone or PC-controlled mode. Up to six 3179 driver boards can be connected to a single parallel port.
Supply: 9V DC. PCB: 60x50mm.
Kit Order Code: 3179KT - £9.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - £16.95

PC Controlled Dual Stepper Motor Driver
Independently control two unipolar stepper motors (each rated up to 3 Amps max.) using PC parallel port and software interface provided. Four digital inputs available for monitoring external switches and other inputs. Software provides three run modes and will half-step, single-step or manual-step motors. Complete unit neatly housed in an extended D-shell case. All components, case, documentation and software are supplied (stepper motors are NOT provided). Dimensions (mm): 65x70x15H.
Kit Order Code: 3113KT - £15.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3113 - £24.95

NEW! Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver
Drive any bi-polar stepper motor using externally supplied 5V levels for stepping and direction control. These usually come from software running on a computer.
Supply: 8-30V DC. PCB: 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code: 3159KT - £12.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3159 - £26.95

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix).

Infrared RC Relay Board
Individually control 12 onboard relays with included infrared remote control unit. Toggle or momentary. 15m+ range. 112x122mm. Supply: 12VDC/0.5A
Kit Order Code: 3142KT - £41.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £51.95

PIC & ATMEL Programmers
We have a wide range of low cost PIC and ATMEL Programmers. Complete range and documentation available from our web site.

NEW! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer
USB PIC programmer for all 'Flash' devices. No external power supply making it truly portable. Supplied with box and Windows Software. ZIF Socket and USB Plug A-A lead not included.
Kit Order Code: 3129KT - £39.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3129 - £49.95

Enhanced "PICCALL" ISP PIC Programmer
Will program virtually ALL 8 to 40 pin PICs plus a range of ATMEL AVR, SCENIX SX and EEPROM 24C devices. Also supports In System Programming (ISP) for PIC and ATMEL AVRs. Free software. Blank chip auto detect for super fast bulk programming. Requires a 5-pin wide ZIF socket (not included) Available in assembled format only.
Assembled Order Code: AS3144 - £99.95

ATMEL 89xxx Programmer
Uses serial port and any standard terminal comms program, 4 LED's display the status. ZIF sockets not included. Supply: 16-18VDC.
Kit Order Code: 3123KT - £29.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 - £34.95

NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection. Header cable for ICSP. Free Windows software. See website for PICs supported. ZIF Socket/USB Plug A-A lead extra. Supply: 18VDC.
Kit Order Code: 3146KT - £39.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3146 - £44.95

Quasar Electronics
0871 7177188

Motor Drivers/Controllers
Here are just a few of our controller and driver modules for AC, DC, unipolar/bipolar stepper motors and servo motors. See website for full details.

Controllers & Loggers
Here are just a few of the controller and data acquisition and control units we have. See website for full details. Suitable PSU for all units. Order Code PSU345 £9.95

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote State-of-the-Art. High security, 4 channels. Momentary or latching relay output. Range up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx's can be learnt by one Rx (kit includes oneTx but more available separately). 4 indicator LEDs, PCB 77x85mm, 12VDC/5mA (standby). Two and ten channel versions also available. Kit Order Code: 3180KT - £41.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £49.95

Computer Temperature Data Logger
4-channel temperature logger for serial port. °C or °F. Continuously logs up to 4 separate sensors located 200m+ from board. Wide range of free software applications for storing/using data. PCB just 38x38mm. Powered by PC. Includes one DS1820 sensor and four header cables.
Kit Order Code: 3144KT - £19.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3144 - £26.95

Additional DS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each

NEW! Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver
Drive any bi-polar stepper motor using externally supplied 5V levels for stepping and direction control. These usually come from software running on a computer.
Supply: 8-30V DC. PCB: 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code: 3159KT - £12.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3159 - £26.95

Serial Isolated I/O Module
4 channels. Momentary or latching relay output. Range 40m. Up to 15 Tx's can be learnt by one Rx (kit in-
cludes one Tx but more available separately). 4 indicator LEDs, PCB 77x85mm, 12VDC/5mA (standby). Two and ten channel versions also available. Kit Order Code: 3180KT - £41.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £49.95

Infrared RC Relay Board
Individually control 12 onboard relays with included infrared remote control unit. Toggle or momentary. 15m+ range. 112x122mm. Supply: 12VDC/0.5A
Kit Order Code: 3142KT - £41.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £51.95

NEW! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer
USB PIC programmer for all 'Flash' devices. No external power supply making it truly portable. Supplied with box and Windows Software. ZIF Socket and USB Plug A-A lead not included.
Kit Order Code: 3129KT - £39.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3129 - £49.95

Enhanced "PICCALL" ISP PIC Programmer
Will program virtually ALL 8 to 40 pin PICs plus a range of ATMEL AVR, SCENIX SX and EEPROM 24C devices. Also supports In System Programming (ISP) for PIC and ATMEL AVRs. Free software. Blank chip auto detect for super fast bulk programming. Requires a 5-pin wide ZIF socket (not included) Available in assembled format only.
Assembled Order Code: AS3144 - £99.95

ATMEL 89xxx Programmer
Uses serial port and any standard terminal comms program, 4 LED's display the status. ZIF sockets not included. Supply: 16-18VDC.
Kit Order Code: 3123KT - £29.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 - £34.95

NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection. Header cable for ICSP. Free Windows software. See website for PICs supported. ZIF Socket/USB Plug A-A lead extra. Supply: 18VDC.
Kit Order Code: 3146KT - £39.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3146 - £44.95
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Clock and housekeeping

companies such as Aston, Acron, Avitel and Cintel. The device can operate as multiplexer to take in Y, Cb and Cr 8/10 bit parallel data and give out 8/10 bit parallel ‘601’ signals. By taking a pin (39) low, it operates as a de-multiplexer, giving three parallel streams (Y, Cb, Cr) from a ‘601’ input. Unfortunately there was a small snag in the masking of the device, resulting in occasional upset of the order of outputs, with Cb coming out of the Y ports etc. To correct this, a PAL was supplied in a 16-pin package. This corrected the counter reset problem.

Through friends in the industry, I was able to acquire several more of these devices and had enough for each of the three banks of the mixer as de-multiplexers, and one for the output multiplexer, as well as one spare.

Clock and housekeeping

We have now recovered the digital component signals YCbCr from each of the three banks of the switch matrix, and are ready to mix, split the screen and finally fade to black if needed. However clock and housekeeping signals have to be considered.

The assumption was made at the start that all signals into the mixer would be synchronous. This is a very practical point as all the sources used at IBC are referenced to a master black and burst signal. Accordingly, a local Sync Pulse Generator (SPG) was designed into the mixer such that it could be genlocked to the external house reference feed. The master oscillator for the SPG is a 27MHz crystal; so clocks at 27MHz and 13.5MHz are readily available. The output multiplexer requires 27MHz clock, and special H and V drive pulses that have to be carefully timed. These are derived from the SPG outputs.

The SPG is based on a Philips SAA1101 device. A genlocking colour SPG using this device was described in an article1 in EW for February 1996. In the SPG for the mixer, colour subcarrier lock is not required. For sections such as the split screen unit, H and V drive pulses from the SAA1101 are used as counter resets, and 13.5MHz and 6.75MHz feeds are used for clock and for the H counter. Mixed blanking is also used to ensure that no key signal strays into prohibited time zones.

In the early experiments, the SPG used a 5MHz crystal oscillator, using the internal phase comparator to lock to input reference mixed sync. In a second loop, the 5MHz frequency was divided down to 0.5MHz and compared with the output of the 27MHz clock oscillator divided by 54. The phase comparator section of a 74HC4046 was used for this, and the error signal used to steer the 27MHz oscillator into lock. After the
mixer had been used in anger, it was found that this was not the optimum arrangement for jitter performance. Subsequently, the 5MHz crystal was removed from the SPG and the 74HC4046 reconfigured to act as a 5MHz VCO. The VCO output fed the SPG oscillator input. The dividers remained as before, and the SPG error steered the 27MHz clock oscillator directly. This resulted in greatly improved jitter performance.

It was also found that some sources exhibited a long time delay between their reference inputs and the SDI output. Consequently a large passive delay was necessary in the reference input feed to the mixer to avoid pictures shifted over to the right. Accordingly an internal delay has now been fitted. The sync signal from the reference input sync separator is fed into a 15-stage shift register, clocked by the 5MHz signal from the SAA1101. An 8 x 1 and a 2 x 1 multiplexer are used to select the outputs, giving a sync delay adjustable in 16 x 200nS steps. A hex push button switch on the front panel completes the modification.

Mix-effects (M/E) system

A number of companies offer digital multiplier devices, but Logic offer one of the most interesting. Their LF48212 has two 12-bit inputs, and a 12-bit alpha or key input. The output is such that it equals a x A + (1 - a) x B, just what we want for dissolves, fades or split screens. Accordingly, 11 of these were purchased, and a (ME) card was designed to carry three of them. (For the three channels Y, Pb, Pr). Three cards were needed, for dissolve between TX and Next Event banks, for split screen and for fade to black.

Experience has shown up another negative. The Split Screen unit has one of the LF48212 devices as a Key fade stage. This is of no great consequence in a split screen mode, but if a luminance key signal is taken from the C bank input to the split screen M/E card, the key will be about 7 clock cycles later than the fill. This is due to the latency in the LF48212. A second glance at the device block diagram shows why. There are seven latches from input to output. A PhD in maths is not needed to work out that this gives a latency of 518nS. As this is 1/100th of the screen width, it is fairly noticeable. Consequently a new version of the M/E card has been made which carries a programmable 8-bit wide 16-section register (TMC2111AR3C) for each of the six inputs. The key signal is taken off before the registers, which are set to correct the delay due to the key processing stage. Satisfactory luminance and very simple ‘blue screen’ keying using the Ct signal has been achieved.

Split screen

The split screen card produces ramps at H and V rate, appropriate selection system, a full adder to add the ramp signal (8-bit) to the fader signal, followed by a clipper to tailor the signal to give the required split screen. Ramps are generated by EPROMs as look-up tables, and the clipper is another EPROM, programmed with a series of slopes to allow for changes of softness on edges, as shown in Fig.10. In Key mode the ADC, normally used with the split fader, is used with a potentiometer to give a KEY CLIPPER control.

The card is designed as a split screen rather than a wipe generator; hence the 8-bit ramps are not a problem. Obviously to go completely from one side of screen to the other would require 288 levels for the horizontal, and 351 levels for the vertical. This requires 9-bit EPROMs, or using some other device.

Fade to black

This uses another M/E card, with the output from the split screen card as one input, and the other input hard wired to 10h (00010000) for Y, and 80h (10000010) for Cb and Cr.
Control could be either from a fader, or from an up/down counter initiated by push buttons on the control panel. For simplicity the counter approach was chosen. A pre-set clock frequency control on the card is set to give around ½ second fade time.

Limiters and title addition

In the tutorial section above, the need for the digital component streams to avoid the levels 00h and FFh was stressed. To ensure this does not happen, three EPROMs arranged as limiters are fitted in the path from the fade to black M/E card to the output multiplexer and serialiser. The opportunity was taken to provide a simple title or channel ident injection facility into the Y channel only. This is achieved by using a full adder (74HC283 x 2) stage in the Y channel, together with a switch to control the insertion; and to equalise time delay, dummy full adder stages are fitted in the Cb and Cr channels. Any title video can be used, but a card has been produced to generate an appropriate logo/message. This uses an EPROM, which is programmed with the title and appropriate scan counters to read it. The EPROM is programmed so that the highest level is at 80h, i.e. half peak amplitude. The title is added to the video rather than keyed, and hence the limiter prevents peaks exceeding EBh. To give confidence to the operator, a digital to analogue converter is provided on the card so that a simple monitor can show the title in the EPROM.

Output section

Following the limiter and titler section, the three streams Y, Cb, Cr are fed to the output card. This carries a multiplexer (SCX6244) and a serialiser (CLC020) and output driver (GS9007). This card is mounted on the rack unit rear panel, and provides a very short path for the four SDI outputs. An identical card, without the multiplexer or output driver, is used to serialise the '601' stream from the next event bank. Two next event SDI outputs are provided.

Control

In these sections, the video path has been described, but only passing mention of controls. For the mixer's first outing, the control panel from the analogue units was used, with the ADCs mounted at the rack end. It worked, but it was a bit small and not very user friendly. Furthermore it used two ribbon cables, one 25 way; the other 15 way.

Accordingly, thought was given to a panel that was specifically designed for the job, and which would carry two integrated LCD monitors for TX (Transmission) and Next Event. For the 21st century, it seemed ludicrous to use wire-a-function, and a multiplexed system was chosen. The T series mixers that my old company made used serial communication using RS422 protocol and a two pair cable as the interface. However it used microprocessors, and you will recall that I am an analogue dinosaur. So a compromise was chosen – a UART. This is a fancy name for a bi-directional serialiser.

I had done some work on an analogue processing amplifier, which was to be controlled using RS422 protocol and using a 6402 UART. The project did not go ahead, but there were some prototype cards lying around. These were set to work – after about 10 years shelf life, and a design began to emerge.

The way the panel operates is that a source is previewed by selecting it on the Next Event bank either by pressing the CUT button, or by moving the A/B Fader over, that source is now on transmission. The source that was previously on transmission is now on the Next Event bank. In this mode of operation, the fader end position is
irrelevant.

Latching of buttons is achieved using a counter (74HC161) and a 4 to 16-line decoder (74HC4514). When a button is pressed, the counter is enabled and counts round until its decoded output puts a ‘high’ on the LED (which illuminates) and simultaneously de-enables the counter. The Qa to Qc outputs of the A and B counters are stored in a latch (74HC574) and the output of this store taken to the load inputs of the counter for the other bank. When the CUT button is pressed, or the fader ADC reaches FFh, the bank swap process is initiated, and the stored information exchanged between the banks. The C bank uses a similar latch arrangement but without the store.

Three ADCs are used with the faders. To generate the bank swap flag, the A/B fader ADC is followed by a digital comparator (74HC688). When the fader ADC output reaches FFh, the bank swap results and the flag also toggles a bistable stage to select either the ADC output or its complement. The other ADCs are used with the over (C bank) fader and the split screen position fader, without any complication except for a NAND gate to signal when the over fader is off the end stop. This is used to gate an oscillator to make the LED in the selected C bank button flash brighter to indicate that the over system is active.

The UART system comprises a transmitter at the control panel, and a receiver at the rack unit. Both UARTs are clocked at 2MHz, giving a baud rate of 128Kb/second. The receive UART sends a word to the panel initiated by a field pulse. The transmitter UART receives this and this initiates the data transfer process. Each UART has 8-bit inputs, and these are fed via six buffers (74HC541) with their outputs in parallel. These are fed with the 8-bit words corresponding to their function. Words 1 to 3 are from the fader ADCs, while Words 4 and 5 are for source selection, fade to black, pattern selection, title insertion etc. Word 6 is spare for future use. Thus 48 bits of information are sent during every field-blanking interval.

As soon as the first word has been sent, an end of word flag from the UART is used to clock a counter that moves selection on to next word. After the UART has had the last word, the counter is reset for the next field. The receiver card at the rack unit drives a series of latches (74HC574) in parallel. The same counter arrangement as used at the transmitter generates a series of clocks at the correct time to clock the words into their respective latches. The latch outputs are then taken to their respective destinations. Note that all changes occur during the vertical interval, so there is no unexpected picture disturbance.

To give comfort to an operator, a re-triggerable monostable is fitted to each UART’s End of Word pin. When all is well, the monostable output will go low. A bicolour LED between Q and /Q of each monostable will be green when all is well and red when communication fails. Apart from the UART and the line receiver/driver, all the circuitry is surface mount, on a double-sided circuit board.

In the first trials of the mixer using the old analogue control panel, tally outputs were integrated into the panel. For the serial control panel, the necessary information is available at the rack unit, and that is where the tally card is. Every input has its own relay to provide a set of closing contacts when that input is ‘on air’.

LCD monitors

The two monitors are based on 7-inch LCD panels, switchable between 16:9 and 4:3 operation. These have PAL inputs, so an SDI to PAL converter is necessary. The converter chosen is made by ShootView (DAC271) and has analogue component outputs as well as PAL. A suitable case was found in the Maplin range, which accommodates the LCD panel, the SDI decoder and an auxiliary card for power and video distribution. The size of this case defined the width of the mixer control panel. The LCD panels require 12 volts at around 700mA, whereas the SDI decoder normally takes in 7.5 volts which is sub-regulated to +5 volts on board. A more efficient process is to use a switch mode buck regulator from 12 volts to 5 volts. This was done using a National device (LM2575), mounted on the auxiliary card. Thus a single 12 volts supply drives the monitor and decoder. Switching is provided on the front panel for aspect ratio and for SDI/PAL selection. Switching is provided between the PAL output of the SDI decoder and an external PAL input. The switch out is also fed to a BNC at the rear so that an extra PAL.

Control panel PCB
monitor can be used for mixer outputs. The YPbPr outputs are also brought out to the rear for similar reasons.

**Power**

All the rack unit power rails are +5 volts; these are obtained from a switch mode block supply giving a maximum of 4 Amps. Individual LC filters split the supply up to the various sections and cards. The control panel requires +5 volts at about 100mA. As each monitor requires 12 volts at around 1.1 Amps, a 12-volt, 2.5 Amps switch mode block supply is used, with a linear regulator providing 5 volts for the panel electronics. Monitor power connections are made using 2.1mm plugs and sockets. This allows the monitors to be used elsewhere if necessary using Sony type BP90 batteries, or NP1 batteries with an adapter.

**Metalwork**

The rack unit uses a proprietary tray, standard 3U panel and a purpose built rear panel. As previously mentioned, the receiver card is mounted directly on the rear panel, as are the TX and Next Event output serialisers. The rest of the electronics sit on a motherboard mounted in the base of the tray. The three M/E cards are plug-in, using DIN41612 connectors, the switcher cards are also plug-in, and other cards are mounted on the motherboard and connected using Molex or IDC ribbon interconnects. This has made for a remarkable degree of flexibility, very desirable in what is an experimental unit.

One of my former colleagues, now in the metalwork business, very kindly offered to make the control panel. He also replicated the Maplin’s monitor boxes, saying that it was as easy to build from scratch as to pierce an existing box.

**Conclusions**

It is very gratifying when a project succeeds in all its objectives. Perhaps only someone who has had to struggle with designing, aligning and setting up analogue component video mixers can appreciate the complete absence of ‘tweaking’ in the digital equivalent. If it is assembled (and designed!) correctly, it works!

Every piece of kit has to have a name, and as the architecture of this mixer is very similar to the 841 of blessed (?) memory, it is called the 841SDI. This has been a challenging 18 months spent designing, proving and laying out circuit boards. The most costly parts of the process have been circuit boards. A total of 12 different types of board have been made, all double-sided, with colander ground plane where at all possible. The motherboard was the trickiest, with the interconnection to and between the M/E cards the most complex. I must confess to cheating, in that some of the inputs are done in wire-wrap wire. Tracking from three 84-pin PLCC sockets to the M/E connectors was too difficult on a two-layer board. A handbook of sorts has been produced, highly essential if one is to keep track of modifications along the way. Major vision mixer manufacturers such as Grass Valley or Ross have nothing to worry about, as this is definitely not a commercial project.

Finally, I must thank a few people such as Tony Frere and Andy Eden of DT Electronics, who helped with the supply of Gennum and Logic ICs and Veetronix push buttons; Graham Barker of Fastform for his panel making skills; PC Designs for their efforts in the PCB making area; and Phil White, IBC’s Technical Resources and Events Chairman, who suggested the project in the first place. I must also thank Sheila, my wife, for her patience, particularly at tricky moments when the air got a bit blue and the cats were scared.
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Graham Maynard's investigation into loudspeaker induced amplifier distortion continues; here his simulations match some previously reported subjective findings.

I could understand some readers still doubting whether I have conclusively illustrated how microsecond delays and the small quadrature potentials which reactively develop, go on to behave as I suggest and integrate to cause what I describe as a smearing of amplifier output in both amplitude and time, which then subsequently affects the sonic character, rightful position and stability of a reproduced sound stage image. However, we must remember that the transient errors caused by crossover filter section components and lower frequency drivers are due to entirely natural characteristics which act most significantly over tens of microseconds - long enough time frames to develop higher audio frequency potential changes - which thereby become capable of modifying tweeter drive due to their parallel action upon any interposed series impedance between the loudspeaker system itself and a low output resistance NFB loop controlled amplifier. Nor should we forget that some of these reactively generated back EMFs can be due to loudspeakers having become excited by waveforms that have gone before, but which may no longer be observable, or, worse from an amplifier's output powering viewpoint, have become shifted completely out of phase with driven waveform at its NFB loop controlled output node.

Series output chokes
For this reason, I simulate using the circuit of Figure 7, effects that the commonly used series output choke can have upon tweeter drive due to none other than its insertion between a low impedance amplifier output node and a loudspeaker system, as exampled here both with and without the additional connection of paralleled twin mid-bass drivers and their associated crossover plus driver compensation and impedance correction components which are essential for properly balanced full range reproduction.

Here the most significant back EMF induced errors shown in Figure 8, arise during the first 90 degrees of 2.5kHz sinewave amplifier drive. The combination of loudspeaker system components acting throughout their initial "transitory" inductive delay and settlement periods have reactively generated the completely separate, different slew rate, parasitic and tweeter modulating, error waveforms illustrated.

The simulated 'CHOKE mV' trace of Figure 8 illustrates the effect upon Tweeter-2 of the treble-section reactance interacting with current flow through a 6µH/8.2Ω series output choke. This causes an initial negative error (minute delay wrt direct connection), with a natural (catch-up) settlement of crossover section voltage development, plus an overshoot that is determined by the treble section components themselves and which hopefully is properly electrically damped, as here and reasonably so by the series connected 2µ2F=6.2Ω. After 100µs, there remains a minute but phase shifted steady state 'undistorted' residual. Note that this is not the actual voice coil waveform apparent at Tweeter-2 itself, but what is equivalent to a

Figure 7: the circuit for examining tweeter drive error at 2.5kHz.

Figure 8: The higher energy tweeter driving error components caused by 2.5kHz excitation of parallel connected crossover section circuitry.
The waveform at Tweeter-1 is already crossover section modified, and although less accurate and more poorly damped than it could be with a line-level signal crossover and direct connection between amplifier and driver, it remains useful as a directly connected reference. The waveform at Tweeter-2 has been series output choke modified during the first 90 degrees of 2.5kHz drive due to approximately 4μS of treble-section crossover to output choke lead-dividing wrt the amplifier, followed by an entirely, natural settlement between the series output choke, section components and the driver itself. The induced error has been reactively modified by the treble crossover section, and this clearly indicates a complex interaction; the less reactive a treble driver and its section components, then the less image distorting the resulting electrical delay and overshoot error will be.

The Figure 7 test circuit also illustrates the way in which a parallel connected mid-bass driver section with additional but necessary impedance correction circuitry can further affect tweeter output when an amplifier incorporates a series output choke; see the 'DIFF mV' trace simulated in Figure 8. Here capacitive loading of the additional mid-bass inductors, has separately divided a fraction of amplifier output potential across the series output choke; there is a lower level, but longer acting delay, circa 20μS, plus an entirely separate natural recovery into the undistorted steady state 2.5kHz sinewave at Tweeter-3, wrt Tweeter-2. The now compositely utilised Tweeter-3's transient response has been additionally interactively modulated by no more than the parallel connection of mid-bass driver and compensation components, such that the tweeter potential now carries a quite separately generated component from the mid-bass section, which looks like almost 4mV of a more highly energetic third harmonic wavelet, before it too runs into its own steady sine wave residual, again from 100μS onwards.

The 'ERROR mV' trace in Figure 8 shows the combined effect of waveform distortion at Tweeter-3 when compared to the directly connected drive of Tweeter-1. Both crossover section error contributions are identifiable; though they result from different crossover section delays with differently timed overshoot errors that increase in amplitude with frequency until each runs straight into phase shift. Both sections contribute to the generation of a characteristic leading edge 'output choke' induced sound that is discernible on sibilants, transients, etc. Here, where the crossover driven tweeter has its own -12dB (steady state) first half cycle 2.5kHz contribution at approximately 200mV (dynamic), there is a more clear illustration of dynamically induced transient distortion than the steady state and common ground sensing illustration of Part 2, Figure 4 suggests; this being followed by a reactive 'catch-up' plus overshoot that is akin to those illustrated in Part 2, Figure 6, though generated via more realistic crossover-driver inductions with their longer self delay periods.

We are very unlikely to hear these errors on a single sinewave start-up, but when their relatively frequency-constant crossover-section induced effects are repeatedly superimposed upon wide ranging music waveforms, they are likely to engender an audibly recognisable sonic affectionation, and I suggest that readers might listen for these sorts of differences for themselves by inserting a small inductance in series with their loudspeakers. Also, it is not as if the mid-bass driver can itself generate a matching contribution that will correct tweeter output, because the short time delay which creates the induced tweeter error arises more quickly than the mid-bass driver is capable of responding unless directly connected in the first place; waveform changes arise more speedily than the mid-bass-section can itself react.

I have no doubt that the reproduction from Tweeter-1 could have been deemed reasonable in its own right, but the reproduction via Tweeter-3 will be notably different due to additional leading edge modulation by what is not just a normal-forward output choke delay induced error, but almost 100μS of mixed and reactively induced-reverse, and no longer phase linearly damped, circuit-interaction.

I have this that;

- the timing and frequency of the differently delayed 'transient' waveform settlements into steady state are due to individual crossover-section characteristics, not the series output choke;
- the crossover-section inductor-capacitor delay induced error increases with frequency until it runs straight into phase shift;
- the natural frequency at which each individual crossover-section becomes momentarily excited does not change with start-up frequency, and thus repeated dynamically induced affectionations become a noticeable superimposition;
- also, the cross-coupling between excited crossover-sections, and the loss of phase linear amplifier controlled reactance damping, increase with the value of any amplifier's series amplifier choke lead-inductance.

Reproduction fidelity

We could go round and round in ever increasing circles discussing the fundamentals of transients - sinewaves - group delays - driver response capabilities, etc., but one most important point stands out here - this being that it is the composite loudspeaker's individual crossover-section delays and back EMF induced reactions arising at the output choke itself that cause the development of these frequency constant and thus characteristically recognisable errors. Should there be any argument about what exactly the choke generated error potentials from my Figures 7 and 8 comparison illustrate, then imagine the relative frequency and voltage errors that will arise when a good NFB amplifier is not fitted with an integral series output choke - there won't be any undesirable leading edge errors - not ever - that is as long as the loudspeaker leads are both thick and short, and the amplifier's internal delay, stabilisation (C.dom) and NFB arrangements do not make the amplifier itself behave auto-inductively in the presence of delayed loudspeaker system generated back EMFs. Often the high audio frequency delays due to composite loading do not become fully established until after the first half cycle, with initial lag turning into an additional steady state leading load such that first cycle output and loading is much reduced compared with the second cycle onwards; this first cycle weakness cannot be observed and measured via steady state testing procedures, this leaving us with a loudspeaker which might 'sound' smooth and be easy to live with, but which is dynamically challenged! This is covered in Part 6.

The composite loudspeaker model I am using for these simulations includes lower levels of series output choke induced waveform distortion than do
the percussive attack of composite inconstant harshening confusion to loudspeaker induced amplifier like saxophone and trumpet is The reproduction of wind instruments excitation response upon crescendos. loud and as if prematurely distorted throatily catchy, over sibilant, overly clarity, whilst imparting an additional monoblock. The kind of waveform a hybrid 4x KT88 ultralinear my 50W class -A amplifier, and running' but choke coupled solid- compared the sound of 'linearly loudspeaker systems, when I in the tweeters of three way specification! no matter how impressive its that any of them is capable of making very similarly, but that does not mean output chokes already fitted to many changes that can be introduced by the amplifier's reproduced 'sound' much more significantly than can be backlight EMF induced smearing, thus a loudspeaker will have a much better chance of reproducing sound in the manner its designer intended.

This comment also applies to compensation circuits which might be inserted in series with a driver to counter peakiness or to provide baffle step compensation with a full range unit, as well as to all 'normal' passive loudspeaker crossovers themselves. Any frequency selective adjustments are better implemented at signal level ahead of the power amplifier, so that amplifier- loudspeaker damping is properly maintained and the driver waveform cannot be reactively degraded by any driver-cabinet induced back EMF impingement upon that amplifier. A multi-Henry series choke with an ohmic resistor which is used for baffle step 'compensation' might well level out the SPL frequency response for less stringent reproduction via a particular driver and cabinet combination, but at what cost to its dynamic waveform integrity and the overall reproduction fidelity?

Such reasoning has also reinforced conclusions I developed from earlier empirical work; i.e. that crossovers and impedance correction circuitry must be sited as near to a chokeless amplifier's output terminals as is possible, with bi- or tri- wiring then separately completing each driver circuit. There is then no shared cable inductance to interfere with reproduction clarity due to a source amplifier having an extremely low driving impedance, which can quite literally turn a choke or a loudspeaker cable into a back-EMF energised high audio frequency spring. A sensibly chosen short plain lead in series with a single solid wire on the output end inside the enclosure, even with a back-EMF energised high audio frequency spring. A sensibly chosen short plain lead in series with a single solid wire on the output end inside the enclosure, even with a back-EMF energised high audio frequency spring. A sensibly chosen short plain lead in series with a single solid wire on the output end inside the enclosure, even with a back-EMF energised high audio frequency spring.
from a low impedance solid state amplifier at the end of a longer cable will sound worse due to additional cable impedance audibly altering reproduction in a manner that cannot be explained by the fractional dB losses observable via swept steady-state measurement with sine waves. It is not exotically woven, deoxygenated or rare metal loudspeaker cables that are needed, just amplifier sites crossovers (input or output, but preferably input) followed by short, separate and sensible cable pairs out to each individual driver. From this, you should be able to imagine what I think when I see an impressively large showroom at a hi-fi emporium, which is full of expensive loudspeakers - each capable of being 'professionally' compared via switch or plug-box selection and trunked cabling! Hi-fi?

Series output capacitors

Unfortunately series output chokes are not the only components concealed away from user modification within an amplifier chassis which might subsequently affect reproduction. At this juncture I am referring to the output capacitors that are necessary when single ended or single power rail amplifier designs are used. By believing that high quality output capacitors have no more an effect than setting a reasonable subsonic -3dB point, some designer-writers continue to present such designs as 'audio competent'. I observed different capacitor induced reproduction changes with different loudspeakers before I bought my solid state class-A 50W monoblock over thirty years ago, and descriptions like 'boomy', 'bouncy', 'hollow', 'soft' and 'woolly' immediately come to mind. I also observed that the nature of the sound changed according to the bass driver- auxiliary-baffle-enclosure combination being driven, and this is why I offer one more demonstration with my first simulation circuit.

Using the Part 2, Figure 3 layout with the top choke/resistor replaced by a 4,700µF (= 4m7F) capacitor to drive the simulated loudspeaker, and the bottom choke/resistor shorted out to give a directly coupled resistor, measured reference potential; driving with a 55Hz sine wave causes the quadrature capacitor current flow 'back EMF' error that is simulated in Figure 9. This is due to no more than the amplifier's reactive insertion between a NFB loop controlled output node, and a real world-like dynamic loudspeaker. Yet again the worst waveform distortion arises during the first cycle, before the ongoing error becomes a quadrature component that will mix with the original to create a phase shifted but harmonically undistorted resultant.

Most valve and directly coupled solid state designs do not permit this degree of low frequency loudspeaker induced first cycle 'transient' waveform distortion to arise, and so if an output capacitor is essential to prevent direct current flow, then its value should be at least 22mF. A 4m7F capacitor might give a static -3dB point of about 5Hz with a passive 8Ω load, and on the surface this might measure as if it is superior to the performance any valve chassis can achieve; but just look at how it affects the dynamic presentation of a 55Hz first cycle. The waveform arriving at the loudspeaker terminals has become indissolubly distorted by the capacitor's reaction to coincidental impingements of amplifier-forward output, plus loudspeaker-reverse back-EMFs.

When a capacitor is used in series with a low impedance output stage it is not just the amplitude and phase responses we need to be thinking about. As with the series output choke there is always an additional quadrature induced and spring-like first cycle storage and release of transient energy as the leading amplifier output interacts with driver, crossover and cabinet induced reflections and resonances. We must thus remain constantly aware of the way in which any energy exchange can affect ongoing audio waveform throughput. This capacitor induced first cycle distortion will not especially affect treble, but its effects can extend into and degrade the clarity of mid range audio as it alters the relationships of those bass tones that had previously carried dynamically combined harmonics which do not become equally phase shifted between amplifier and loudspeaker, with the result that the reproduced ambient image loses its coherent clarity, and bass notes their former firmness.

Owners might be able to improve the reproduction of older amplifiers that are fitted with a series output capacitor and/or inductor; - by replacing an ageing output capacitor with a modern more compact and higher value electrolytic, say 22mF; also by connecting a 1μH choke in series with a 0.22Ω resistor directly across the existing output inductor. Of course power rail electrolytes may need increasing too, which might suggest a further need for higher peak current rectifiers; also, observation would be necessary in case crossover distortion suppression and high frequency stability become challenged. Amplifier replacement is not always essential in order to achieve genuine loudspeaker driving improvements.

All of the effects I simulate here were audible long before home computers became available, so even though many good valve amplifiers, which take their NFB error sensing potential directly from the loudspeaker-output terminal, were incapable of generating such reactively erroneous waveforms, this first cycle distortion analysis cannot be considered as being some wizard new approach. What it does start to show however, is that enjoying music is not necessarily directly related to reducing steady state THD to an n'th zero, or ensuring low radio frequency pass-bandwidths with 100'sV/µS slew rates and micro-ohm output impedances, but to providing an amplifier which has a genuinely non-reactive plus low resistance output characteristic in order to minimise propagation and NFB loop delay, and thereby directly dampen all dynamically generated loudspeaker back EMFs! Actually I have come to understand that designers have distracted us by so fluently and frequently emphasising the needs for their narrowly focussed ideals, which of course simple low gain circuits cannot hope to match - though still without their 'basic sound' being as off-putting as is often the case with supposedly 'technically competent' architectures!

In part four, I will introduce a simple, very-low 'first cycle distortion', 25W-8ohm, JLH based class-A audio amplifier circuit without an input filter, C:don, output capacitor or choke, though with low drift dc coupling and twin power rails.
An electric universe – magnoflux aether tunnel

Throughout the universe there is time. For if there was no relative time then nothing has space to move in, a reason for moving or time to even exist. At creation, there was an almighty flash of electromagnetic (EM) plasma. However, to prevent infinite dispersion, alternating frequency energy was restricted from escaping into outer space at the speed of light, thus allowing the concentrated plasma to condense and develop the universe permitting our planet (the Earth) to revolve around a star (the Sun), that God made part of it. Clive Stevens, C. Eng. M.I.E.E., explains.

The probability of the sun and planets having the same surface voltage is remote in a dynamic system, thus consideration must be given to what physical effects a direct current (DC) voltage difference will have. To support light in space, it must be assumed that the in between volume of space contains electrostatic force fields and magnoflux magnetic aether fields, that once tunnelled, will allow the transmission of alternating current (AC) frequency Electromagnetic (EM) waves.

In classic physics it is assumed that mass attraction and tensors are the attractive forces between stars and planets. But we can obtain the same basic balance by considering it as mass attraction plus electrostatic charge attraction, because both forces are reducing in proportion to the square of the distance between sender and receiver. This is mathematically sound, and physically true because the e/m ratio of all matter is a constant. So overall mass attraction calculations need only a small correction to include the electric force set up by the unbalance of the positioning of the charges, meaning that the proton/electron pair do not quite weigh the same as the balancing neutron. This will result in planets having a negative environment and DC charge and the stars having a positive overall balancing DC charge and environment. A helium atom on a planet comprises a neutron plus proton pair surrounded or immersed in an electron enclosure. However, a helium atom on a star is envisaged as a neutron plus negatron pair surrounded by a positron enclosure which is in contact with the proton’s shell creating a positive environment.

However, this change in concept to include electrostatics, will undoubtedly lead to an open universe, which is restricted in size only by the lack of magnoflux tunnels in the outer universe space to support EM transmissions. This restriction will effectively redefine the solar constants, as the only reason for EM energy to move across space is electrical.

The solar wind

The most obvious evidence of electricity in space is the solar wind. This material comprises mostly of positive hydrogen ions. From the positive ion’s point of view, once it has been ejected it is being repelled by its star or the Sun’s positive surface. The ion becomes aware that there are several negatively charged planets in the far distance attracting it outwards. This attractive electrostatic force accelerates the ion across space to, say, planet Earth. We now know that the solar wind takes up to 11 days to reach Earth. From this time we can calculate the average speed of the wind to about 155km/sec resulting with a final velocity of 310,000 metres per second.

From this, using e/m constant for a proton and formula: \( \frac{1}{2}mv^2 = eV \) we obtain the voltage per metre of about 500 volts. As the distance between the Earth and the Sun is 150 million kilometres, then the DC voltage will be around 75 million, million Volts.
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**Figure 1**
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**Figure 2**
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### Solar system planet to sun charge attraction table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solar kW/m²</th>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Radius</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Distance to sun</th>
<th>Attraction In earth</th>
<th>Solar kW/m²</th>
<th>Constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.3477</td>
<td>MERCURY</td>
<td>0.3794</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>373,909.15</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.6391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6783</td>
<td>VENUS</td>
<td>0.9541</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>1,562,951.13</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.4060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4000</td>
<td>EARTH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,000,000.00</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>1.4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6028</td>
<td>MARS</td>
<td>0.5292</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>1.524</td>
<td>46,500.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0517</td>
<td>JUPITER</td>
<td>11.195</td>
<td>318.354</td>
<td>5.203</td>
<td>11,759,873.75</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.1315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0154</td>
<td>SATURN</td>
<td>9.4701</td>
<td>95.222</td>
<td>9.539</td>
<td>1,046,481.61</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>URANUS</td>
<td>3.7002</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>19.192</td>
<td>39,583.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>NEPTUNE</td>
<td>3.4964</td>
<td>17.264</td>
<td>30.056</td>
<td>19,108.27</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>PLUTO</td>
<td>0.4704</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>39.518</td>
<td>595.52</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td>109.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galaxy centre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>???</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To balance the hydrogen ion's positive materials arrival at a planetary environment, an equivalent amount of anti-positive neutron energy must be released from the sending star. We recognise this transmission as EM light. The table uses mass to mass gravity as equivalent to +charge to -charge attraction for sun -planets but shows the differences between the classical and new electrical approach. The new DC magnoflux-aether tunnel approach conserves magnitudes of energy, as the EM transmissions are only released to balance a known electrical target and not everywhere equally. The calculated solar constant for the planets shows this divergence in philosophy.

The Sun generates and attracts the planet electrostatically using the DC magnetic aether field (magnoflux) at right angles to it as per Maxwell's law as shown in Figure 1. The planet then moves in the third right angle dimension around the Sun as per Fleming's electro-magnetic three dimensional rule shown below in Figure 2.

The amount of Energy to be delivered is directly proportional to the electrical attractiveness of planet to the star/Sun. The electrostatic voltage reflects the mass to mass ratio through the fixed e/m unbalance ratio.

From the table it can be seen that the solar constant of Mars is 0.232kW/m² only a third of the amount of 0.603kW/m² predicted from the classical gravity approach, which could result in a space probes' battery failure. At the other end of the scale is Jupiter with a solar constant of 0.131kW/m² as opposed to the 0.052kW/m² predicted by gravitational physics.

Stars will repel each other DC electrically, this will cause a bowshock block or barrier in their magnoflux tunnel. Stars also repel any positively charged ions from another stars solar wind, making their solar wind warp around the intervening stars. The return electrons form a electromagnetic magnoflux tunnel at right angles to the solar wind line as it moves towards an attractive planet.

Thus the space between stars and planets will be crisscrossed with mostly straight line DC magnoflux tunnels connecting individually each of the stars to each of the planets. The law of conservation of AC plasma energy to move only within DC magnetised space or aether, was necessary at Gods creation to confine the Almighty plasma flash AC light energy and stop it moving away at the speed of light which would have lead to an infinite dispersion. This restriction still applies today, for if 99.99% of the stars/Sun energy is just blasted off into space which is 99.999% empty, then 99.999% of the energy will arrive at the edge of the universe with nowhere to go except outwards leading to a catastrophic dilution. As the edge of the universe is defined by a known amount of redshift and the edge is not shining brilliantly, we can deduce that the random T4 energy is not being emitted in all directions, as believed by Stefan but only through the DC magnoflux tunnelled aether filled space. Thus the Sun beams most of

---

Figure 3

Over simplified view of Magnoflux tunnels between stars and planets
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its output directly to the planets and the intervening space is mostly dark. Stars appear as lighthouses, beaming light directly to the planets and to the super black hole planet at the galaxy centre which they rotate.

Consider a complete system (solar system)
All the major planets in the solar system revolve the same way around the sun, and at approximately the same level.

The reason for this is that it is not desirable to cross magnetic flux lines or magnoflux tunnels at any given time, because this will create a voltage and energy disturbance on the Sun’s surface. To obtain an overall minimum energy condition the sun must organise its planets into a flat trajectory. If magnoflux paths from various planets do sometimes cross then the excess energy will probably cause sun spots and radio interference.

This same logic can be applied to all other systems in this galaxy and in all other galaxies in the universe.

The dynamic energy balance of sun-earth connection
Historically, in Newtons day when the dimensions of Length, Mass and Time were adopted the scientists believed that matter could not be created or destroyed, but now this has changed to accommodate electricity, light and nuclear energy. Any attempt to try and explain the universe using existing dimensions must be inadequate, as only energy must be conserved and not mass. Plasma energy was the only item present at Gods creation when the Flash plasma temperatures were too high for matter to form and is the essence of all matter but it must be balanced electrically i.e. the positive charged proton matter must be balanced by negatively charged neutron matter or some plasma-energy must flow AND at the speed of light.

Physicists consider the neutron as neutral but in reality to balance mass/charge ratios it must be negative. However, as we live in a negative environment everything we touch is negative neutron matter and is measured from the neutrons negative outside potential. So when we touch the outside of a neutron it is negative but appears neutral. The proton is charged positive but only half of the charge is positive. The negative electron appears to enclose the pair and is connected electrically directly by touching the neutrons outer shell. The E/M ratios for protons and neutrons (negatrons) are well known quantum constants thus MASS and unit volumes of balanced electrical CHARGE are equivalents; they are one and the same thing. NOTE The electrical packing fraction energies appear as quanta of energy to physicists who oddly visualise them as particles instead of packets of electrical binding energy.

The small difference in weight in the neutron/protuberance of the + H ions and the balancing plasma energy, which they may combine or convert by nuclear fusion into matter. On arrival the DC hydrogen ions in the solar wind will be swept around to the back of the planet by the planet’s magnetic field possibly for water and nucleonic acid formation later. At the bow shock most of the electrons will be stripped off and returned to the star helixing backwards around the outside of the incoming magnoflux tunnel on their way back to the stars/Sun. The AC light plasma EM light will then be released at the stars (Suns) surface to travel inside the sun-planet magnoflux tunnel.

transmissions of light from stars to planets to balance the charges every time a + ion moves into a planets environment.

This new electrical concept of the universe introduced above will unfortunately require the revision of some of the existing laws of physics. In particular this means that the Stephan Boltzmann fourth power black body temperature law appears to be correct only for incoming absorption of energy but not for full light radiation. Also revision to Plancks constant which dimensions energy to wavelength only; needs to be broadened to include the effects of the electromagnetic B/H volume media curve. The permeability of free space needs to refer to magnetised space only.

The model of the all electric universe sun-earth connection
See Figure 5. Planets and our Earth are negatively charged attracters of the + H ions and the balancing plasma energy, which they may combine or convert by nuclear fusion into matter. On arrival the DC hydrogen ions in the solar wind will be swept around to the back of the planet by the planet’s magnetic field possibly for water and nucleonic acid formation later. At the bow shock most of the electrons will be stripped off and returned to the star helixing backwards around the outside of the incoming magnoflux tunnel on their way back to the stars/Sun. The AC light plasma EM light will then be released at the stars (Suns) surface to travel inside the sun-planet magnoflux tunnel...
connection to balance the equation. Any movement of the bow-shock will increase or decrease the feed back electrons thus stabilising the Sun Earth connection.

DC view of area near the planet
See Figure 6. Moons appear to be non nuclear and neutral although they will probably be magnetically induced by the planet. They are locked to the planets relative time and are within the planets magnetic field space. They appear to have no active volcanoes so must totally reflect or loose all energy that hits their surfaces. Therefore the mass attraction theory is correct for moons and no additional electrical force would appear to be necessary.

Black holes? Smaller scale black-holes might just be a free planet that have been released from their star when the electrical attraction force fields collapsed after their star exploded. Newtons first law will then take over and the planet will continue in a straight line at its original velocity. However, the planet will of course be attracted towards any and all stars thus zig-zagging its way across space. If it targets one only star then it could be tragic.

Conclusion
When God breathed out the Almighty Flash of Plasma Electricity, He created energy, time, space, and movement but He restricted expansion to volumes of space that containing DC aether or magnoflux tunnels. These are used to stabilize, balance and conserve the whole of the creation and applies to all AC electro-magnetic light transmissions. Universal space is not empty but full of magnetic aether or magnoflux tunnels, and the more we explore space the more we become aware that everything basic in the universe is moved by electrical attraction through these magnetic fields. The magnoflux tunnel concept opens the possibility, that if a catastrophic event suddenly interrupts the transmission of AC light, then the DC +ion can connects up with the feedback electron and light thus releasing the solar wind contents to combine into any convenient form of matter particle or helium atom that its new relative time reference will permit, such as comic dust or debris.

Similarly, the deeper we delve into the smallest atom, the more we discover that all energy movements are associated with electrical charge attraction immersed within the local time tied within balanced electric fields. By adopting the electrical concept the following advantages over the mass attraction theory of modern physics are evident.

- It explains why the universe is not collapsing towards due to all the matter being attracted together. (Like charges repel) We do not have to look for more missing matter or dark energy any more nor invent quint-essential theories.
- It explains why the solar system and galaxies rotate around a central point within the same plane. (To avoid crossing magnetic magnoflux lines)
- It explains how and why the solar wind works (DC Hydrogen +ions in solar wind are emitted from a positive star surface to a negatively attractive target like a planet and a DC magnoflux tunnel aether connection is formed by the released return electrons)
- It explains how the nuclear fissioned AC neutron plasma can pulsate through the magnetic DC aether in magnoflux tunnels to allow the balancing negative light to travel from stars surface to planets (Plus stabilising the star-planet connection with an electrical feedback.)
- It explains why suns and stars loose weight over time and conversely why the planets increase in size and weight (Geological evidence indicates the planet earth increases in girth.)
- It explains why some huge planets emit radio signals. (Due to intense nuclear fusion active within their cores.)
- It explains small black holes, which are only free wheeling planets that have lost their centrifugal attraction force when their star collapsed. (Super massive black-hole negatives have been found at the centre of galaxies surrounded by their bonded rotating stars).

However, if God suddenly stopped time, then the universe would collapse as the electrical charges would cancel each other out and in a flash there would be nothing at all left. We live in the God granted time gap between when there was nothing and when there will be nothing again.
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**Singlemode fibre optic connectors**

A singlemode version of the LightCrimp Plus range of fibre-optic connectors has been designed to complement the established multimode connectors.

Featuring a new fibre splice engine technology that allows for precision alignment of cabled fibre to the factory-polished stubbed ferrule, they enable installers to obtain low-insertion loss and low reflectance.

The performance of the connectors exceeds the requirements of the TIA/EIA 568 B.3 and ISO/IEC 11801 insertion-loss and return-loss specifications.

The LightCrimp Plus family of connectors is ideal for direct termination applications at patch panels and wall outlets, and for either backbone or horizontal cabling.

Like the multimode LightCrimp Plus connectors, the singlemode design uses simple, reliable, and proven Tyco Electronics splicing technology.

The connectors feature a metal body which delivers robust and stable performance over time and can withstand temperature fluctuations over the range -10°C to +60°C, meeting the relevant TIA/EIA, IEC, CECC and EN standards.

The same toolkit and procedures are used for the singlemode product as for the multimode LightCrimp Plus connectors.

A complete installation Guide on CD-ROM is provided with every toolkit.

*Amp NetConnect Group*

www.ampnetconnect.com
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**DMOS full-bridge motor driver IC**

A new device, the A3949 DMOS full-bridge motor driver integrated circuit designed for the PWM (pulse-width-modulated) control of DC motors is capable of peak output currents of up to ±2.8A and operating voltages of up to 36V, with low ‘on’ resistance outputs: typically 0.68 ohm for the source driver and 0.576 ohm for the sink driver.

‘Phase’ and ‘enable’ input terminals are provided for controlling the speed and direction of the motor with externally applied PWM control signals.

A ‘sleep’ mode is provided to minimise power consumption when the A3949 is not in use and a braking function is implemented by driving the device in slow decay mode via the ‘mode’ pin and applying an ‘enable chop’ command. Because it is possible to drive current in both directions through the DMOS switches, this configuration effectively shorts out the motor-generated back EMF.

Internal circuit protection includes thermal shutdown with hysteresis, undervoltage monitoring of load supply and charge-pump voltages, and crossover current protection.

Supplied in a choice of two power packages, a 16-lead plastic SOIC with a copper batting tab (suffix LB), and a low-profile (1.1mm) 16-lead TSSOP (suffix LP) with exposed power tab.

Operating temperature range is -20°C to +85°C.

Allegro MicroSystems Europe Ltd
www.allegromicro.com
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**Made to measure enclosures**

PS Analytical produce instruments for automating the laboratory. Recently they extended their applications to detecting mercury emissions from coal fired utility stacks and mercury in the petrochemical industry.

Using a combination of Rittal enclosures, the analysers were built into three Rittal Vario Module enclosures that could be linked together and used on a desk or built into a Rittal floor standing PC enclosure.

A Top Therm cooling unit was installed because the units could be used in countries where the ambient temperature is higher that the maximum operating temperature of the equipment therefore refrigerated air must be used. Analysers built into a PC enclosure make a portable unit.

Despite the enclosure being a special build, Rittal was able to deliver the equipment ready to be installed and on schedule.

Rittal Ltd
www.rittal.co.uk
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**LVR line voltage protection device**

Raychem Circuit Protection have introduced a new device that increases the maximum hold current rating from 400mA to 550mA and helps protect devices from damage caused by overcurrent and overtemperature fault conditions. The LVR series now covers applications up to 120 Watts at 220V AC and 60 Watts at 120V AC. Designed for in-line voltage applications the polymeric positive temperature coefficient devices are rated at 240VAC, permitting maximum voltages of up to 265VAC. The thermally active devices help protect against faults on the primary side of power supplies and transformers. When installed on the primary side of the circuit, in proximity to potential heat-generating components such as magnets, FETs or power resistors, the LVR device can help provide undercurrent and overtemperature protection with a single installed component.

Available in straight-lead or kinked-lead configurations the devices can be supplied in tape-and-reel packaging for compatibility with high-volume assembly.

Raychem Circuit Protection
www.circuitprotection.com/lvr
Comprehensive UMTS R5 protocol test package

Tektronix, provider of test, measurement, and monitoring solutions for mobile equipment manufacturers and operators, has announced the addition of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System Release 5 (UMTS R5).

UMTS R5 is the latest step in the migration towards full implementation of third-generation (3G) UMTS networks. In order to develop network elements that comply with the standard, mobile equipment manufacturers are challenged to test the compliance of their existing products against the newest specifications. The Tektronix K1297-G20 protocol tester Version 2.60 (V2.60) delivers compliance testing of UMTS R5 in the industry’s leading protocol test platform with the ability to address more than 1000 protocols.

The K1297-G20 is a full-featured, compact protocol tester that can be configured for a wide range of protocols. It supports multi-channel and multi-port protocol testing and incorporates a broad selection of conformance test suites. The K1297-G20 is set apart by its ability to simultaneously monitor and enable interoperability of GSM, GPRS and UMTS network elements. The existing GPRS-related features of the K1297-20 have made Tektronix a leading supplier of GPRS signalling protocol test equipment.

tektronix

Pocket-sized PC-based test instruments

A range of low-cost pocket-sized PC-based test instruments which combine high-speed sampling with deep data buffers are now available from Computer Solutions.

The range includes the DSO-2102 digital Oscilloscope, the DSO-2102M which also includes a spectrum analyser, and the LA-2124 logic analyser. The instruments connect to a desktop or laptop PC via the parallel port (with an additional USB option for the DSO-2102) and are supplied with software compatible with most versions of Windows including NT and XP.

High-impedance (100 kilohm) probes minimise interference with the circuit under test, and both state and timing data can be captured simultaneously via a single probe. Easy-to-use software allows data to be displayed as timing waveforms or in the form of state-list displays. A search function is included as standard, and I2C monitor software is available as an option. There is an optional battery pack.

These handy devices cost from £420.00 (+VAT) and are available for next day delivery.

Computer Solutions Limited

www.computer-solutions.co.uk

Hall-effect current sensor offers higher bandwidth and enhanced accuracy

Allegro has introduced ACS752a, a new member of the ACS75x family of current sensors.

The new ACS752 offers a bandwidth of 50kHz, compared with 13kHz for the original ACS750, and an accuracy of 7.5% compared with 13%. It is available in 30 and 100 A versions. The device runs off a single +5V supply, provides 3kV isolation, and has a resistance of only 130 micro-ohms.

The package consists of two primary leads that pass the current through a concentrator core and past the sensing element of a Hall-effect integrated circuit. It requires minimal effort to implement on a PC board in a high-volume production environment and may be soldered or welded. The volume of the package is less than one-eighth that of comparable competing current sensors.

Suitable to applications where isolation, low power dissipation, and low voltage drop are an advantage, typical uses are in motor control, power-supply load management, power distribution or overcurrent fault protection.

Allegro MicroSystems Europe Ltd

www.allegromicro.com

D-Sub connector is sealed to IP 67

Harting has extended its D-Subminiature connector range with a new series designed for use in applications requiring water resistance to the rigorous requirements of the IP 67 standard.

The main usage is in equipment situated in harsh environments, where connectors need to withstand water, other fluids or dust. Typical applications can be found in industrial machinery, process control, mobile equipment and instrumentation.

The D-Sub range provides complete solutions for both PCB and cable mount applications.

For cable applications, Harting provides connectors and hoods, while for PCB applications connectors with or without rear frames for weather-resistant panel mounting are available. Most of the connectors in the range are available with from nine to 50 poles.

Harting

www.harting.co.uk

Appointment

Nigel Power has been appointed managing director of Cooper B-Line Ltd, a leading manufacturer of enclosures, support systems and spring steel fasteners for the electronic, electrical, mechanical and telecom networking industries.

Power has set about developing the business in the UK, France, Germany, Switzerland, Russia and the Middle East expanding Cooper B-Line’s business with OEMs, end users, installers and distributors. Cooper Industries is a worldwide organisation trading as CBE on the New York Stock Exchange.

"My aim is to enhance profitability which will be achieved through intelligent assessment of market information and a combination of team work with employees and partners," Power said. "We will further our business profile by offering our customers a comprehensive source of supply through the Cooper Industries Group of Companies."
Catalogue of safety & health products

To help improve working environments, Nederman has just produced a new 116 page guide to its comprehensive range of safety and health products.

A range of high vacuum systems is offered for the removal of fume and dust problems, while exhaust extraction units are used for the removal of exhaust fumes from stationery and moving vehicles.

For effective workplace screening, Nederman panels are supplied in modular form and will absorb noise and are both flexible and load bearing. For personal protection, welding helmets incorporate auto darkening and high vacuum safety and health products.

www.nederman.com

Small components coated in drum machine

The coating of small electronic components, up to 150mm in length, has until now proved to be difficult to achieve without major investment.

Now at a fraction of the cost of conventional coating methods it can be done with the ISPC Walker Trowal Rotamat Coating Drum.

The Rotamat range comprises three models from the entry level R-55 with a capacity of eight litres to the 50 litre capacity R-90. Each is available with a range of options and can be up and running in minutes with minimal operator training.

International Surface Preparation
www.surface-preparation.com

PCB test points - the easy way to get hooked up

If you are a design or development engineer working on prototype or small quantity printed circuit board production, you will know how difficult it is to make quick and reliable connections to test points on a printed circuit board. But now, the innovative PCB Test Points from William Hughes provide a neat and inexpensive way to completely overcome this problem.

Featuring a large loop for easy probe attachment and bowed legs for quick insertion into the board without damage to a through plated hole, the phosphor bronze spring strip is solder tinned to ensure good electrical contact. A special glass bead gives a high resistance to thermal shock and a choice of eight standard colours enables individual test points to be quickly identified when installed on the board.

Popular as terminals too, the test points are also ideal as mounts for components that may need scheduled replacement, or for elevating heat-generating elements above the PCB surface.

William Hughes PCB Test Points are available in three popular sizes. The Large Type 100 (for 1/16 inch board thickness and 1.32 mm hole size) has an internal loop diameter of 2.1 mm and leg length below the glass bead of 2.8 mm. The Small Type 200 is also for 1/16 inch boards but is designed to suit a 1.0 mm dia. hole. For customers using the thicker 3/32 inch boards, the long legged Type 300 with its 3.6 mm legs and 2.1 mm loop provides the perfect solution.

Test points can be shipped in large or small quantities, bagged as required, for both prototype and volume production. For applications that require a test point style outside the standard range, there is a choice of special colours and a custom design service is also available.

William Hughes Ltd
www.wmhuages.co.uk

Low cost USB analyser

USB is becoming more and more popular as a way of interfacing embedded systems to PCs. However, its protocols are complex, and an analyser greatly simplifies debugging both the hardware and the application. To date, USB analysers have cost around £4000, but the new USB Tracker 110 sells for little more than £500: a price level that makes it feasible to purchase one for every engineer working on the project.

It is the ideal companion for anyone developing USB peripherals, embedded software or drivers. Its analysis and display software allows the user to quickly learn all about USB. It can be connected between a personal computer or a laptop and any USB peripheral to provide an instant record of the traffic.

The USB Tracker 110 can carry out USB ‘low-speed’ (1.5Mbit/s), ‘full-speed’ (12Mbit/s) or mixed-speed capture, automatically detecting the speed. Unlimited capture time is provided through a high-speed USB 2.0 connection to the host PC, and power is taken from the USB.

Computer Solutions
www.computer-solutions.co.uk

Energy saving anti-pollution IC for digital systems

The new STR-T4000, developed by Sanken Electric and available in Europe from Allegro MicroSystems Europe, is a partial resonant converter integrated circuit optimised for use in power supplies for IT-related equipment and flat panel displays.

The new device meets the latest energy-saving and anti-pollution requirements of microprocessor controlled digital systems operating in the 1.5V supply voltage range. It uses a new circuit topology which allows it to handle anything from zero load condition in standby mode to 300W of output power as encountered in IT-related equipment and flat-panel TV applications.

The power control IC automatically adjusts its operating mode to the load conditions, and features automatic dead-time setting.

Together, the STR-T4000 and the multi-path transformer form the basis of a 300W switch-mode power supply that provides the benefits of low standby power, system downsizing, a minimal component count, high efficiency, low noise and a multi-output capability. Typical improvements include a cost reduction of more than 30%, a 30% smaller ‘footprint’, and a 20% reduction in power loss.

Allegro MicroSystems Europe Ltd
www.allegromicro.com
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New in Easy-PC 7:
- Library Databook
- Step and repeat plotting
- Swap Connection Mode
- Dimensioning
- Copy to Metafile plus much more.....
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Number One Systems delivers true 32 bit Windows software applications including features that a few short years ago would only have been available in software tools priced in the thousands!
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Automatic heterodyne (notch) filter using a switched capacitor filter

Short-wave listeners and radio amateurs are only too accustomed to the many birdies, spurii etc to be found on the short wave bands. Modern high-grade equipment now comes with DSP notch filters that can eliminate up to six separate heterodyne whistles simultaneously and automatically. Michael Slifkin and Michael Rotenfeld discuss a practical example.

In the early days of radio, the only recourse to remove such heterodynes was the manually tuned notch filter placed in the audio line and tuning from about 30 to 3000Hz. In the early 1970s an automatic notch filter was described in the literature using of course analogue techniques. This worked using the principle that passing a signal through a filter will cause a phase shift unless the signal frequency is the same as that of the filter. These early circuits monitored the phase of the incoming and outgoing signals through the filter using a phase sensitive detector (see the article in Electronics World April 1999 for a description of the phase sensitive detector) and if the phase were not equal they would send an error signal to a variable resistor (i.e. an FET transistor configured to act as a variable resistance and placed in the tuned circuit of the notch filter) to bring the filter in tune with the signal.

Nowadays with the introduction of the switched capacitance filter which comes as an integrated circuit, it is possible to build an automatic notch filter with few parts and no need for adjustments to circuit parameters. We give a simple explanation of how this filter works.

Shown in Figure 1 is a simple active integrator or low pass filter. This can be used as the basic building block of any type of filter by a suitable combination of several of these units. By varying the resistor we can alter the characteristic slope of the filter. However using a variable resistance is not convenient as often, unrealistic values are required. We can simulate the resistor by using a switched capacitor as shown in Figure 2. The resistance of the switched capacitance will vary with the frequency, the higher the frequency the apparent lower the resistance. It can be shown that the simulated resistance is given by:

\[ R = \frac{1}{C_2 f_{CLK}} \]

This gives a very versatile and simple way of tuning the filters. Commercial switched capacitors are available in a number of forms containing two to eight subsections that can be cascaded for sharper characteristics. Switched capacitor filters are available in which the clock frequency bears a fixed ratio to...
the filter centre frequency usually 50 or 100 times the frequency. This means that we can build a versatile notch or peak filter using only four chips. The schematic is shown in Figure 3.

The signal plus the heterodyne enters the comparator that is set at such a level that the audio signal is rejected but the much stronger heterodyne is passed through. This enters the frequency synthesiser that consists of a phase lock loop chip (PLL) together with a divide by 100 counter in the feedback loop. Lock is obtained when the error signal is exactly 100 times the frequency of the input heterodyne. This signal is now used as the clock frequency of the switched capacitance filter which is configured as a notch filter and to have a peak frequency 1/100th that of the clock frequency. The signal plus the heterodyne is now fed to the filter and the heterodyne is rejected.

We have looked at two different switched capacitor filters; a simple device which has become an industry standard the LMF100 and a more sophisticated device the LTC 1068. These can be configured as low pass, band pass and high pass filters as well as notch filters. They can also be operated with a centre frequency at either 1/50th or 1/100th the clock frequency.

The LMF100 is a dual second order switched capacitor filter. The two sections can be cascaded to give fourth order i.e. sharper characteristics. The manufacturers schematic diagram of one section is given in Figure 4. The filter is particularly easy to use as only three resistors, $R_1$, $R_2$ and $R_3$, set three parameters of the filter. The ratio $R_3/R_2$ gives the Q of the filter. The ratio $R_2/R_1$ gives the gain at the maximum and the ratio $R_2$ to $R_1$ give the gain as the frequency goes to zero.

Our test circuit is shown schematically in Figure 5 and the circuit in Figure 6. We used two signal generators to produce the signal and heterodyne. The first operational amplifier (the 741) on the left hand side of the diagram is a summing amplifier. If you wish to use these circuits in an audio line then this first stage should be removed. The second stage the IC LM311 is the comparator. As we are using signal generators with fixed signal voltages we have fixed the comparator level. If used as a stand-alone filter one would need to find the best level by trial and error. In which case one should replace the 51kΩ resistor with a 10KΩ potentiometer. It is important to use good wiring practice, as our
highest frequency is a 4 megahertz square wave.

We built our first filter using the LMF100 on a 'Superstrip' breadboard. This has two 2nd order filter sections on board. The datasheet can be downloaded from http://www.national.com/ds/LM/LMF100.pdf.

The results were not quite as good as we expected. The best notch we could obtain using a second order filter sections on board. The breadboarding it. In addition, one could cascade the second section to give a fourth order filter and even cascade more chips for higher orders. However, as we were more interested in the better specified LTC1068 from Linear Technology our main effort was put into using this as the heart of our automatic notch filter. This device has four identical 2nd order sections in the one packet. Technical details for this filter are available at http://www.linear.com/prod/datasheet.html?datasheet=104

This filter also comes with a design program called Filter CAD, so that we could do the theoretical design and compare it with the actual results. This program can be
Because of the high accuracy of this design program we have used 1% tolerance resistors as shown in the circuit diagram. Figure 7 shows the computer screen display of this filter program.

The display is self-evident. One writes in the specification on the Figure 8 shows the results screen and is also self-explanatory.

The program gives the design of he circuit as in Figure 9. Note that the values are given to a very high tolerance. The program then proceeds to give the predicted performance of the filter as in Figure 10.

The circuit was built on a prototyping board. The actual circuit Figure 6 differs very slightly from the designed circuit, as we needed to replace the resistors by the nearest ones in the 1% tolerance range. The measured gain at 2kHz was -48dB compared to the design figure of -50dB. The bandwidth was 107Hz as compared to the design figure of 100Hz. All in all, it was a very satisfactory agreement.

One could of course make a more versatile filter. One can switch to an external clock to give a manually controlled frequency. One can switch the filter to give a peak for CW reception.

In conclusion the use of the switched capacitor filter enables us to build a high Q notch filter using only four ICs and a minimal amount of wiring which tunes automatically to the interfering heterodyne.

Reference:
I: G.J. Deboo and R.C. Hedlund EDN/EE, 38-41 (1972)
Oscillators with single-element frequency control

Oscillators such as the Wien bridge type are apt to suffer from erratic amplitude changes as the frequency is varied. George Short explains one potent cause of amplitude bounce is ganging errors in the two-gang variable resistance, which controls the frequency. (Figure 1a, R1, R2). The effect is often made worse by the addition of an amplitude-stabilisation circuit (thermistor, lamp, etc.), which is itself liable to provoke amplitude hunting. When the network is used to tune a selective amplifier the ganging errors translate into uneven performance over the tuning band.

The use of a single variable element for tuning avoids the ganging error but introduces a new one. Changing any one element in a Wien or comparable network changes the attenuation at the tuned frequency. Thus one source of amplitude variation is exchanged for another.

Wigan’s modification

If some means could be devised of effecting tuning by a single element while keeping the attenuation constant the problem would be solved. An ingenious solution was proposed some forty years ago in the pages of this magazine’s long-defunct sister journal, Electronic Technology (1).

Ernest Wigan’s modified Wien network (Figure 1b) maintains the attenuation constant (at 3 times when C1 = C2, R1 = R2 + R3). Here the resistance in the parallel arm is split to form a potential divider, R2, R3. A variable resistance P adjusts the frequency. If the ratio R2/R3 is correct the attenuation remains constant as P is varied.

Wigan’s circuit is very effective. It has, however, two drawbacks. One is that the tapping point of R2, R3, which is critical, is affected by the tolerances of the fixed resistors and capacitors. Hence, in a range-switched circuit provision must be made for timing R2/R3 on each range. This drawback is shored by other similar circuits. The other, which is not, is that the amount of frequency sweep, which can be realised is too restricted. In the usual case of equal Cs changing P from zero to infinity gives a ratio fmax/fmin of only 2.6. In practical multi-range oscillator one wants a frequency ratio of at least \( \sqrt{10} \), and preferably 10 to keep low the requirement for numbers of scales, switch contacts and capacitors.

Alternative strategy

The network shown in Figure 2a makes practicable ratios of 10 while preserving constant attenuation. Inspection reveals that when P = 0 the circuit turns into Figure 2b. This consists of the standard Wien reactive arms plus A and B in parallel in series with the output. Provided that the load is infinite A and B then have no effect. The zero-phase-shift frequency is the usual 1/(2aRC) and the attenuation factor is 3. As P increases from zero A and B come into play and introduce additional attenuation. This can exactly offset a reduction in attenuation, which results from the parallel arm increasing in impedance as P is increased.

Consideration of the circuit shows that as the frequency is reduced towards zero the resistance RI becomes negligible compared with the reactance of C1. In the parallel arm, if P is infinite and A and B very high only the reactance of C2 is significant. Hence at very low frequencies the circuit approximates to 2(c). The attenuation factor due to C1 = C2 is 2. To restore the original value of 3 the resistive arm must

---

**Figure 1(a)** The attenuation of standard Wien arms is affected by ganging errors in R1, R2.

**Figure 1(b)** Wigan’s modified Wien has a single variable, P. Attenuation is kept constant by correct proportioning of R2/R3.

**Figure 2a:** alternative modified Wien, giving a wider tuning range.

**Figure 2b:** effective network when P = 0.
introduce an additional attenuation by \(3/2\). Since \(R_2\) is negligible compared with \(A\) and \(B\) the requirement is that \(B = 2A\). Analysis shows that when \(A\), \(B\) and \(P\) are finite the attenuation remains constant so long as \(B = 2A\).

In this extreme form the circuit has no frequency-selective properties. It is merely a capacitive potential divider followed by a resistive divider. In the practical case with finite resistances there is always some selectivity though this diminishes as \(P\) becomes large with respect to \(R_2\). Experiment reveals that with careful setting up good sine waves can be obtained when the effective resistance of \(P\), \(A\) and \(B\) combined is as high as 100\(R_2\). The frequency ratio is then \(\sqrt{101}\).

Other zero-phase-shift networks

The same technique can be used to modify the cascade z.p.f. network of Figure 3a for single-element tuning. The result is Figure 3b, where \(B = 2A\) as with the Wien network. The cascade z.p.f. network can be separated into an RC arm followed by a CR arm, buffered from one another (Figure 2c). The constant-attenuation condition is now \(A = B\).

Eliminating the \(A, B\) divider

In Figure 2a the resistive network \(P\), \(A\), \(B\) and \(R_2\) is merely a special form of potential divider. It operates on \(V_2\) in such a way that its output \(V_4\) is always \(V_1/3\), whatever the value of \(P\). It follows that any circuit arrangement which does the same thing can be substituted. To sustain oscillation \(V_4\) needs to be amplified so that \(3V_4 = V_1\).

By inspection, the \(A, B\) divider reduces the voltage across \(P\) by a factor of \((A + B)/B\). The output \(V_4\) is this reduced voltage plus \(V_3\). That is:

\[V_4 = (V_2 - V_3)(B/(A + B)) + V_3\]

When \(B = 2A\) this yields:

\[3V_4 = 2V_2 + V_3\]

Evidently \(3V_4\) can be computed from \(V_2\) and \(V_3\) by an operational circuit. One realisation of this is shown in Figure 4. Here \(A2\) has an output of \(2V_2\) and \(A3\) of \(V_3\). The combining network \(R_5\), \(R_6\) reduces the output to \(3V_4/2\) so to sustain oscillation \(A1\) must have a gain of 2. Note that the input capacitance of \(A2\) can now be absorbed in \(C2\).

As \(P\) becomes much larger than \(R_2\), \(V_3\) sinks towards zero leaving \(A3\) with a vanishing input. \(A4\) then provides the required gain of 2. When \(P = 0\) the normal Wien network is restored and its loss is made up by the combined gains of \(A2 + A3 = 3\). As \(P\) is increased from zero to maximum the normal Wien frequency is reduced by a factor of \(v(1 + m)\) where \(m = P_{\text{max}}/R_2\).

The circuit can be set up initially with \(P = 0\) and \(R_4\), \(R_8\) halfway. Adjust \(R_8\) for onset of oscillation. Set \(P\) to maximum and set \(R_4\) for the same level as before. Repeat the procedure to get constant output at low distortion.

In this form the amplitude is stabilised by a tiny amount of peak clipping. For reduced distortion a bead thermistor could be substituted for \(R_7\) plus the top section of \(R_8\) with appropriate scaling of the lower section. For selective amplification or synchronisation a signal can be injected via an input buffer \(A4\) (Figure 5). With components of the nominal values shown the measured frequency range was 68-693Hz.

Design considerations

The amplifiers should be f.e.t. - input types. The gain-setting potentiometers should be capable of fine adjustment. If range switching is required the capacitors should be very accurately matched or a separate equalising adjuster (for \(A/B\) or \(R_4\) in Figure 4) provided on each range.
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Circuit mimics battery discharge

In a battery-powered system, two identical removable lithium rechargeable batteries (11V) are used to meet required operating hours. At any time, only one battery will be used. Once the voltage of that battery drops to below 8.3V, a low voltage protection circuit inside of the battery pack will cut off the battery connection to prevent the lithium battery from over discharging. Meanwhile, the other battery will quickly connect to the system such that the operation will not be interrupted. The battery switching process takes around 200μs.

Two computer controlled bench power suppliers are used on the production line to simulate the lithium batteries. Unfortunately, turning off the power of a power supply does not necessary generate a sharp voltage fading time can easily exceed several hundred ms. With this 'soft' turn off characteristic, the system under test does not work properly since it requires a sharp power cut off to switch to another battery.

The circuit in Figure 1 solves the problem by adding a voltage controlled MOSFET switch in series with the DC power line. IC1 (MAX931) is an ultra low power comparator with a 1.182V built-in reference. If the power supply voltage is higher than a predetermined cut-off threshold, the IC 1's output is high which turns Q2 (2N7002) on. Since Q1 is a P-channel MOSFET, it will be turned on if Q2 is on. If the power supply voltage is below the predetermined cut-off voltage, both Q1 and Q2 will turn off. The cut-off voltage is set by R2, R3 and R4:

\[ V_{\text{cut off}} = 1.182 \times \frac{(R2+R3+R4)}{(R2+R3)} \]

With the values shown in figure 1, \( V_{\text{cut off}} \) is around 8.3V.

When the load current is heavy, a fast response power switch may generate oscillation at the output during the transition. This is because when the power-supply voltage drops just below the cut-off threshold, the switch cuts off the load. Without load, the power supply output voltage will bounce back due to the no load condition. This voltage may exceed the cut-off threshold such that the switch will turn on again. To avoid the oscillation, a hysteresis is added to the MAX931. With R5=20K and R6=1M, the hysteresis band is about 0.33V.

Q1 has an extremely low on resistance. The voltage drop on Q2 is less than 100mV when the load current is 1.2A. The MAX391 only needs 4μA supply current. Its power supply is regulated by D1 at 6.5V. The whole circuitry requires no additional power supply and consumes less than 1mA total current when the power supply is 12V. The turn off time is around 100μs, which is several hundred times faster than that of the original DC power supply.

Yongping Xia
Torrance, California
U.S.A
Electronically tuneable CM oscillator using FTFN and OTAs

The oscillator employs a single FTFN, two each of OTAs and capacitors one of which is grounded. The oscillator is free from the preset condition of oscillation. The active and passive sensitivities are low. Sine wave oscillators find applications in communication, measurements, control systems etc. Employment of FTFN in designing continuous-time circuits is receiving more attention among circuit designers as it is a more flexible and versatile active element compared to OA and CCII. Moreover the use of OTAs in any signal processing circuit provides much needed highly linear tunability and wide tunable range of its transconductance gain which is adjustable through its bias current and as such lending electronic tunability features to the circuit. The current-mode oscillators are advantageous compared to voltage-mode counterparts, as they do not require buffers while driving the loads in the analog signal processing systems. A number of oscillators built around FTFNs operating in CM or VM have been reported in the literature [1 - 7]. However, these oscillators lack the electronic tunability feature which is highly desirable in contemporary IC technology.

Here we are proposing an oscillator circuit that uses two OTAs, a single FTFN, and two capacitors (one grounded). It offers the following salient features:
- operates in current-mode,
- electronically tunable,
- free from preset condition of oscillation,
- resistor-less, and
- low sensitivity figures

A routine analysis of the proposed oscillator circuit shown in the figure yields the following characteristic equation:

\[ s^2 + \frac{g_1 g_2}{C_1 C_2} = 0 \]

It follows from Eq. (1) that the oscillator is free from the preset condition of oscillation. The oscillation frequency is given by

\[ f = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{g_1 g_2}{C_1 C_2}} \]

For \( g_1 = g_2 = g \), Eq. (2) becomes

\[ f = \frac{g}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{1}{C_1 C_2}} \]

Using \( g = I_B/2V_T \) in Eq. (3) one obtains

\[ f = \frac{I_B}{4V_T \pi} \sqrt{\frac{1}{C_1 C_2}} \]

From Eq. (4) it is clear that the frequency of oscillation is function of bias current of OTAs. The bias current can be obtained from digital-to-analog converter (DAC), lending the circuit digitally programmable electronically tunable oscillator feature that is important in contemporary circuit construction [8].

N A Shah, S Z Iqbal & B. Parveen
Kashmir
Srinagar

References
Electronic fuse with remote cut-out

Pressing the push button will short-circuit the winding thus deactivating the circuit and removing the mains voltage. A suitable led is placed together with the push button to show whether the circuit is in operation or not. Additional remote cut-out circuits can be wired in parallel if so required. The circuit will switch off if a short is applied at the output without blowing the fuse but it will blow if you try to activate the circuit if a short is already present. If in doubt, first activate the circuit and then apply the load. The BTB 12-600SW is a snubberless triac while the T0805 is a standard triac: you may use other equivalent types but because of the way triacs are driven you cannot use, in this circuit, a snubberless triac instead of a standard triac and vice-versa. The 250µH inductor is a coreless inductor made with 100 turns of 1mm, enamelled wire over a form 27mm diameter and 12mm wide. The mains transformer is a standard transformer with split primary wired in such a way that the circuit will self-sustain once it is activated. The same circuit was implemented with a current limit between 0.1 and 0.3A. In this case you have to change the fuse from 6.3 to 1.5A and the sensing resistor from 10 to 1052.

D. Di Mario
Milan
ITALY

Low range AM transmitter

Here is a simple radio transmitter for transmission up to 25 metres. It is basically an AM modulator whose signal can be received on a normal AM radio. It can also be used as an AM radio tester. IC 555 (IC1) is used as a free running multivibrator whose frequency is set above 540kHz. Here the circuit is designed for a frequency of around 600kHz. The frequency of the multivibrator can be calculated as follows:

\[ F = \frac{1.44 \times (R_1 + 2R_2)}{C_1} \]

Where resistors R1 and R2 are in ohms, C1 is in hertz. This frequency can be changed by simply replacing R2 with a variable resistor or C1 with ganged capacitors, but this may increase the complexity of the circuit. A condenser microphone is used for speech. The IC 555 multivibrator is used as a voltage to frequency converter. The output of the condenser microphone is given to pin 5 of IC1, which converts the input voltage or voice signal into its appropriate frequency at output pin 3. This frequency produces an electromagnetic wave, which can be detected by a nearby radio receiver and you can hear the mic output in that radio. Note that the receiver should be AM type.

The circuit operates off a 9V battery. For antenna, connect 2-3m long wire at pin-3.

Raj Gorkali
Kathmandu
Nepal
Frequency divider

The frequency divider of Figure 1 comprises an astable of a 555 timer whose output after inversion with an inverter is given as clock to a MOD-16 counter. The resets of astable and counter are R1 and R2 respectively. The outputs of counter are given to a magnitude comparator as 'A' inputs. The 'B' inputs of magnitude comparator accept binary preset value with which division is to be effected. The range of preset values are 1-15 in binary. The output A=B of magnitude comparator goes high when the counter output is equal to the set value at 'B' inputs. Normally A=B output is held low. The A=B point goes to trigger point of the 555 timer monostable. The A=B point also goes to an inverter whose output is the desired frequency divided output. The monostable resets the counter at high to low transition as shown in Fig.2, Z point of the circuit and the sequence repeats. Fig.2 shows the various waveforms at points X, Y, Z, W and S of the circuit.

For illustration referring Figure 2 when the 'B' inputs of magnitude comparator are set to binary 0110 (6) and the period of astable is adjusted to 100ms.

\[ T = 100\text{ms} \]

I.e.: \[ f_1 = \frac{1}{100 \times 10^{-3}} = 10\text{Hz} \]

Frequency divided output time period \[ 6T = 6 \times 100 \times 10^{-3} = 600\text{ms} \]

Its frequency \[ f_2 = \frac{1}{600 \times 10^{-3}} = 1.67\text{Hz} \]

Thus divided output = \[ f_1 / 6 = 1.67\text{Hz} \]

Thus a range from 1 - 15 in binary is obtained by this method.

V. Gopalakrishnan
Bangalore
India.

Figure 1

Figure 2
Versatile flasher revisited

In Ref 1 I’ve stated that it is not possible to create a versatile flasher circuit using an NE555. The reason is the reference voltage divider made up of 5k resistors. As these resistor values are larger in a TLC555, it will perform this function without problem.

As the circuit uses an IC, an internal power supply is created with CI and D1. R2 limits the charge current of CI. The presence of CI may cause a light flickering in connected LEDs when the circuit is switched on. Diode D2 will protect the circuit against reverse connection. The timing circuit is built with R1 and C2. By connecting R1 between the output 3 and the capacitor, it is possible to obtain an output duty cycle of 50%. This configuration avoids the need to use diodes in the timing circuit.

As the discharge pin isn’t used for the timing circuit, it is possible to use it to control the load. When the timing capacitor is charging, output pin 3 is high and the discharge pin switched off. Under these conditions the complete circuit is powered by the power supply. With the capacitor discharging, the discharge pin is switched on and the circuit terminals are connected together switching on the load. In this state the circuit is powered from capacitor C1.

It is not clear to me how much current this pin can carry as I’ve haven’t found any information concerning this. Measuring the voltage on a working example makes it clear that the current through the discharge pin is best limited to 100mA. At this current the voltage is about 900mV. For larger currents it remains possible to use an external transistor or FET as shown in circuit 2. Here a MOSFET IRF540 is used, switching currents up to 14A.

Ref 1: Versatile flasher circuit, EW April 2001
Bernard van den Abeele
Evergem, Belgium

Correction to the simple voltage monitor/alarm, July 04

Unfortunately there is an error on the circuit. Pin 2 of U1a should go to pins 7&6. The cathode of D3 should be connected to pin 5 of U1b, in order for U1b to buffer the zener voltage.

Incidentally, the unit did prove useful. The battery voltage did remain fine. On a hot day, the alarm system appeared to fail, and the solenoid supply was reduced as the isolation relay turned out to be faulty!

Michael Fallon-Williams
A simplified method for calculating reactance

For capacitor reactance, the basic capacitance reactance formula:

\[ X = \frac{1}{(\pm j2 \pi fC)} \]

Using practical units, \( C = \text{capacitance } \mu\text{F} \) and drop the imaginary symbol 'j'.

Let \( C(\mu\text{F}) = 1000000 \times C(\text{pF}) \)

\[ X(\Omega) = \frac{1000000}{(2\pi r)} \frac{1}{f(\text{Hz})} \frac{1}{C(\mu\text{F})} \]

If we increase the constant 159155 by 0.0025\% 159159
A very small increase.
Now 159159 is twice up the main diagonal of the calculator key board. This allows for quick entry.

\[ X(\Omega) = 159159 \frac{1}{f(\text{Hz})} \frac{1}{C(\mu\text{F})} \]

\[ f(\text{Hz}) = \frac{159159}{C(\mu\text{F})} \frac{1}{X(\Omega)} \]

\[ C(\mu\text{F}) = \frac{159159}{f(\text{Hz})} \frac{1}{X(\Omega)} \]

These are all of the similar form.

Now using \( f(\text{kHz}) \) and \( C(\text{nF}) \), or \( f(\text{MHz}) \) and \( C(\text{pF}) \).
The multiples of 1000 cancel and the formulae remain the same.

\[ X(\Omega) = 159159 \frac{1}{f(\text{kHz})} \frac{1}{C(\text{pF})} \]

\[ X(W) = 159159 \frac{1}{f(\text{MHz})} \frac{1}{C(\text{nF})} \]

Combining the results

\[ X = \frac{1}{f} \frac{1}{C} \]

For inductor reactance: \( X = +j2\pi fL \)

Converting the reactance \( X \) to micro Siemens \( B(\mu\text{S}) \).

\[ B(\mu\text{S}) = \frac{1000000}{X(\Omega)} \frac{1}{f} \frac{1}{L} \]

but \( 1000000 / 2\pi = 159159 \) (as above)

\[ B(\mu\text{S}) = 159159 \frac{1}{f} \frac{1}{L} \]

This is in the same form as the capacitance formula. Again using \( f(\text{kHz}) \), \( L(\mu\text{H}) \); or \( f(\text{MHz}) \), \( L(\mu\text{H}) \).

Combining the results

\[ B = 159159 \frac{1}{f} \frac{1}{L} \]

\[ f = \frac{159159}{L} \frac{1}{B} \frac{1}{(\mu\text{S kHz})} \frac{1}{(\mu\text{H})} \]

\[ L = \frac{159159}{B} \frac{1}{f} \frac{1}{(\text{kHz})} \frac{1}{(\mu\text{H})} \]

Example in the use of the new formulae.

To design a four element Butterworth low pass filter, Butterworth Parameters 0.7654, 1.848, 1.848, 0.7654.
Cut-off frequency 15 kHz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B(\mu\text{S})</td>
<td>159159 \frac{1}{f} \frac{1}{L}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>159159 \frac{1}{L} \frac{1}{B}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>159159 \frac{1}{B} \frac{1}{f}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accurate one second clock

A handful of common components will make a very accurate one pulse-per-second clock, driven from a 50 or 60 Hertz mains supply but with no direct connection to it. The circuit diagram shows a CMOS 4040 counter/divider chip set up with 5 diodes to divide the frequency of the input signal at pin 10 by 50 or 60, depending on the position of the SPDT switch.

The impedance at pin 10 is so high that simply touching the pin is probably enough to provide the necessary input signal. An absolutely certain input is provided by a piece of wire wrapped a couple of times around any convenient mains cable or transformer.

No other connection is necessary.

The output signal has very fast rise and fall times and is not far from being 50\% symmetrical.

Obviously if only one mains frequency is being considered, the circuit can be further simplified by the omission of the switch and the unwanted diode(s).

David Ponting
Brizzle
UK
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Optical powering and isolation of a loop alarm

Low-power, dielectrically-isolated supplies are useful for industrial sensors and, as here, for simple loop alarms. While 50/60Hz transformers are available in powers down to about 0.25VA, even this is overkill when we only need a few milliwatts. High frequency ferrite or capacitive coupling transformers are possible, but need an oscillator drive. Optical powering is an attractive option. The International Rectifier PV5100 5V 10μA isolated power source is designed just for this, but you can generate far higher currents if you build your own. The circuit fragment of Figure 1 uses a string of three silicon photodiodes illuminated by infrared (IR) LEDs to generate a couple of milliamps photocurrent, sufficient for robust drive of a long circuit loop, including a standard optocoupler LED for the isolated return path.

With 880nm SFH487 LEDs driven by about 22mA from the 5V supply, the three BPW34 photodiodes together generate an open-circuit voltage $V_{OC} = 1.45V$ and short-circuit current $I_{SC} = 1.85mA$ (Figure 2). Connected to the TLP627 optocoupler I obtain about 1.55mA operating loop current, quite adequate to drive the phototransistor to saturation with a 10k or even 1k load resistor. Opening the external circuit produces a 5V output from the dark phototransistor. The resistor labelled 0R is not strictly necessary, but can be added to stabilise the external current with temperature changes. Two photodiodes don’t quite have the terminal voltage to drive the optocoupler LED. Note that the total photocurrent is equal to the least of the individual photodiode currents, so try to equalise the illumination powers. A solar cell might be used instead of the three photodiodes, but they are optimised for high intensity broadband ambient light, typically perform poorly with IR LED illumination, and are unnecessarily large and expensive. Even a small silicon photodiode is big enough to capture most of the LED’s light and it achieves about 0.6mA/mW responsivity near to 900nm wavelength. To optimise coupling I polished off the LED lenses to within about 500μm of the wire-bond. Lensless types like the LD242 series avoid polishing. If you need high voltage isolation then leave the lenses on, maintain long ‘creepage’ distances, and improve coupling with a glass tube waveguide.

If you really want to push your luck, the chain of three GaAs LEDs and silicon photodiodes can be replaced by a single pair of visible-wavelength LEDs, one used as source, one as detector. The advantage of a visible-light LED as detector is its much higher open circuit photovoltage, which scales with the material band-gap. Red and green LEDs can generate more than 1V and 2V respectively. Using a pair of 660nm LEDs placed face to face I obtained $V_{OC} = 1.4V$, enough to drive a GaAs optocoupler LED, but only with $I_{SC} = 30μA$. Nevertheless, this was sufficient to obtain a few microamps in a 1Ω load, as with the PV5100. Source modulation and a proper transimpedance circuit behind the optocoupler can make even this a robust approach.

Mark Johnson
Altrincham
U.K.

Transistor Q1 drives infrared emitter D1 during transmission. When receiving (signal TXD at high logic level), Q1 is cut off and D1 develops around 10-20mV peak over R2. U1 is a FET input op-amp, operating as a voltage comparator (negative rail input range is required). R4 and R5 set the slicing level. Diode D2 helps to isolate D1 from Q1' collector capacitance. This circuit has been tested with more than 5 meters of 1mm plastic fibre, and was found useful at more than 19.2kops. Transmit and receive levels are TTL / CMOS compatible. Higher speeds can be obtained reducing R2; but received voltage will be lower, requiring a high speed, lower input offset comparator to adequately recover the data.

Guido Stolfi
Sao Paulo
Brazil

Two-way serial communication over a single optical fibre

Optical fibre is the best transmission medium when reliable communication has to be performed in electrically noisy environments, especially when galvanic isolation is required. However, a drawback of fibre optics is that usual transmitters and receivers are unidirectional, since they must be optically coupled to the fibre. Two-way communication usually requires two fibres running in parallel, and also two pairs of optical transmitters + receivers. This circuit, on the other hand, provides bidirectional, half-duplex optical communication using a single fibre. It works due to a not widely known characteristic of infrared LEDs, in that they can also work as photodiodes, converting optical input power into electric current. Thus the same device, optically coupled to a fibre, works as a transmitter and a receiver.
Current-controlled sawtooth generator

Sawtooth signals whose amplitude and frequency can be controlled by varying current can be generated using this circuit. It operates as follows.

When the voltage at pin 3 is high, at $V_{CE}$ that is, the output current of the first operational transconductance amplifier, namely $OTA_1$, equals the input auxiliary bias current $I_{b1}$. This is attributed to the fact that when the differential input voltage of the OTA is greater than few millivolts, then all the bias current will be pushed into the output of the OTA. Meanwhile, a high voltage at pin 3 will switch off the switch S. Thus, the capacitor C will charge at a constant rate equal to $I_{b2}/C$.

The charging cycle terminates when the voltage across the capacitor reaches $V_C$, the value of the voltage at pin 5. Voltage at pin 3 drops to zero, and switch S closes. The capacitor discharges immediately through the very low resistance of the switch.

When the voltage across the capacitor drops below $V_C/2$, the voltage at pin 3 goes high again, switch S opens and another charging cycle starts. During the charging cycle, the amplitude of the sawtooth increases from $V_C/2$ to $V_C$.

Using a standard 555 timer, with three equal resistances each of $5k\Omega$, and assuming that the voltage at pin 5 can be expressed as,

$$V_t = V_{CC} \left( 1 - \frac{I_{b1}}{2I_{b2}} \right)$$

where,

$$I_{b2} = \frac{I_{b1}}{2}$$

is the transconductance of $OTA_2$ in mA/V and $V_t$ is the thermal voltage of around 25mV at room temperature. Thus the amplitude of the output sawtooth can be expressed as,

$$A = V_t \left( \frac{1}{I_{b1}} \right)$$

Discharging time is very small, especially for very low values of switch on-resistance. Ignoring it, the frequency of the output sawtooth can be approximated by,

$$f = \frac{1}{2I_{b1} C V_t}$$

The frequency of the output sawtooth can be controlled by adjusting the

Controller for high torque servo

It is sometimes convenient to make use of a commercial high torque servo such as the Futaba S3301 rather than build one from scratch. This servo is intended for radio-control applications, and as such expects a pulse 1.5ms wide in order to obtain the central position. It would have been possible to strip out the existing circuit and replace it with a simple linear voltage control; however, it was decided 'not to wreck it' but instead try to disable the servo totally after each shift-and-return by removing its supply via the p-channel mosfet Q1 shown in Fig. 1, red lead connected to drain. This has the added benefit of keeping the quiescent current below 10mA.

A pair of micro-switches actuated by the shift-paddles on the steering wheel have their signals filtered and de-bounced by means of R1 and C1, and R2 and C2, and the and-gates N1, followed by the monostables N2. These each produce a pulse some 625ms wide, which is enough for the servo to move at least 600 under load. The monostable (N3) produces a longer pulse, about 1.25s wide. The servo is activated for the total period, and as a result has 625ms to flick the gear-lever up (or down) and then a further 625ms to return to centre. Note that the pulses as well as the supply to the servo are gated 'on' and then 'off'.

The pulses themselves originate from the generator-modulator constructed around the dual op-amp N5. The left section (N5a) is a square-wave generator running at 200kHz, and is guaranteed to start-up when the power is first applied. Its output is converted to a reasonably good triangular wave by R17,R18,C14, and the right section (N5b) behaves as a comparator whose reference level is set at the junction of R19,R20. The capacitor C15 acts as a filter, to prevent noise caused by the current-hungry servo-motor upsetting the circuit. For the central position, the 1.5ms pulse-width is determined by R9,R20, but for the 'down' pulses 2.2ms wide and the 'up' pulses 0.8ms wide the resistors R21 R22 come into play: moving the reference level down or up causes pulse-width modulation, as desired.

Since the servo-motor requires a +6V supply capable of providing current surges of at least 2A peak, a hefty regulator is called for, and the KA317T was found adequate at N6, as long as a low-impedance capacitor C17 is included.

The digital section employs some HCT devices, and so the Vd rail is reduced to approximately 5.4V by D5. It is advisable to fit the protective components F12, as well as the diodes D6D7 which prevents mishap in the case the battery is reverse-connected. This circuit may find use in industrial and scale-model applications also. If a smaller servo is employed, and idle current is not a concern, the scheme can be simplified, even to the extent of using the generator-modulator only. Simple 'down' and 'up' commands can be introduced direct from the microswitches to R21 R22, omitting the logic and monostables. Another possibility is to connect a joystick-potentiometer between the OV/6V rails, and take its wiper to C15 via a limiting resistor >200K. The pulse-width can be trimmed at R20.

CJ D Catto
Cambridge
Controller for high torque servo

---

**Diagram Details:**

- **Controller for high torque servo**
- **Components and Values:**
  - Resistors: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R13, R14, R15, R16, R17, R18, R19, R20, R21, R22, R23, R24, R25, R26, R27, R28, R29, R30, R31, R32, R33, R34
  - Capacitors: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, C13, C14, C15, C16, C17, C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, C23, C24, C25, C26, C27, C28, C29, C30, C31, C32, C33, C34
  - Inductors: L1
  - Transistors: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5
  - Diodes: D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7
  - Operational Amplifiers: OP1, OP2, OP3
  - Voltage Sources: +6V, +12V

---

**Description:**

The diagram illustrates a high torque servo controller, including various components such as resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors, and operational amplifiers. The diagram also shows the connections and layout of these components, indicating how they interact to control the servo motor. The specific values of the resistors and capacitors are provided, aiding in understanding the electrical specifications of the circuit.
A collection of non-inverting logic translators

Many designers seem to be unaware of the possibility to build voltage translators using only a single-stage. You only have to look at the schematic of a VCR for instance, to realise that whenever such a function is needed, as in the Vacuum Fluorescent Display drive section for example, two common-emitter stages are generally cascaded. Although this may be justified in some cases, when a high source-current is required, it is most of the time totally superfluous.

The key to avoiding this wasteful double-inversion is to use a common-base (or gate) configuration. Of course, the current gain is reduced to unity, but in most cases, low-voltage logic families, such as TTL, tend to have a healthy low-level output capability and do not need current boosting.

How is it done in practice? Figure 1a shows the basic configuration: the signal to be translated drives the emitter of a general-purpose transistor whose base is held at mid-supply by means of the divider formed by R1 and R2; on the collector side, a resistor pulls up the potential to the higher voltage supply. The component values shown are typical and are suitable for general-purpose applications. If VHi exceeds 50V, other types of transistor can be used: the 2N5551 withstands 160V and the BF422, 250V.

In its basic form, this circuit is relatively slow; adding a small capacitor between base and ground can reduce the switching times, and if maximum speed is needed, substitute a HF type for the transistor: a BF494 for example. Note that even with these modifications, the rise time will depend essentially on the load capacitance; if it cannot be reduced, the only way to increase the speed is to decrease R1, at the expense of the current consumption.

The logic low output voltage of this level shifter will be that of the low-voltage gate plus the saturation voltage of the transistor; in the case of a TTL IC, this amounts to about 600mV. The logic high output voltage is essentially equal to VHI (unloaded of course).

In practice, R2 can often be omitted; it is certainly the case with CMOS families, thanks to their rail-to-rail swing, but despite their theoretical high level output voltage of only 3V, TTL families also seem to operate satisfactorily under those conditions.

When operation at really high voltages is required, it is preferable to use the circuit of Figure 1 (b) rather than simply choose a transistor having a higher breakdown voltage. This circuit has rigidly controlled operating conditions, which provide increased protection against breakdowns; in addition an active load is used instead of a simple resistor: this increases both the speed and the output current with no power penalty.

For applications requiring the lowest low-level output, a Schottky diode must be used between the base and emitter of the upper BUX87; in other cases, a 1N4148 is perfectly adequate. This circuit operates at up to 450V and down to DC and 1000V under pulsed conditions; it is therefore suitable for off-line converters, frequency variations etc.

If a small MOS transistor is substituted for the bipolar type, the base resistors can be eliminated Figure 1 (c). The main drawback of this circuit is the relatively large drain capacitance of the MOS leading to slow rise-times as compared with the bipolar version. You also have to make sure that the threshold voltage of the transistor is lower than the supply voltage VLo. This is not likely to be a problem in 5V, but at 3.3V and below, this may be a concern.

The highest performance version is that of Figure 1d, not only are the bias resistors unnecessary, but the circuit also benefits from the low capacitance and high speed of the JFET.

Interestingly, this circuit is not referenced to the logic supply, but relies on the depletion mode of action of the transistor.

For proper operation, you simply have to ensure that the transistor has a Vp smaller than the supply VLo (at lower supply voltages, you may substitute a BF245A).

Finally, why would you bother to reinvent the wheel? After all, logic translators exist in integrated form and come in many variants. Here are some reasons:

Integrated translators come in packs of 4 or 6; very often, you only need one or two. Even when you can use up the whole package, it may not be practical because the four operators will be needed at the four corners of the board, making the routing of the PCB terribly awkward.

With home-brew translators, you can tailor the circuit to your application: if you change the resistance values from 47k to MQ in Figure 1a, the circuit operates as before, but at micropower levels. And finally when you have to operate at hundreds of Volts, discretes are the only option.

Louis Vleminghe
Auderghem
Belgium
Low area, low power startup circuit

The circuit design described here was developed to solve some specific issues in a design of a Band Gap voltage reference in a BiCMOS process. However, the technique described here can be applied to many alternative situations.

The principle issues involved were:
1. Die Area - The product was to be packaged in a pico package.
2. Low power - The total supply current was to be at the 1ua level.

The fundamental consequence of these specifications is the difficulty in achieving such low current without using high, mega ohm resistors, or long channel mosfets, which take up significant die area.

Standard PTAT (proportional to absolute temperature) bias circuits automatically solve one aspect of generating a low current with low value resistor by applying a small delta Vbe of the order of 50mV across the resistor. However, the classic problem to these circuits is that they need a startup current. This is because they can start in a stable mode where all currents are zero. To avoid this, a current must be applied to ensure startup, but is then switched off once startup has occurred. The issue is that this startup current usually has to run all the time, it is only diverted from the bias circuit. If this startup current is to be small, very large resistors or alternatively, long depletion mode mosfets must be used.

Figure 1 shows such an approach.

Fig. 1 is a basic band gap reference, with main currents being set by delta Vbe/R2. In...
this case delta Vbe is a standard 52mV from 25mV Ln(8), giving a current of 3μA. If QN6 and QP8 are non conducting, indicating that the main circuit is off, MN1 will pull current through QP1 forcing QN11 and QN12 to turn on, which will force Q6 to turn on. Once Q6 is on, it will cause the startup current of MN1 to be diverted away from QP1.

**New Circuit**

The modified circuit also uses a depletion mosfet, but in this case, the mosfet is minimized, rather than a long channel device, and the startup current is disabled completely once started.

If VBG is lower than the pinch off of MN1, MN1 will feed current into that node. This will startup the circuit via QN2 and QN1. Once the circuit starts up, VBG will set itself to the bandgap voltage say 1.2V. This voltage will cause MN1 to turn off, since it results in a pinch off voltage being applied to MN's gate and source.

**Figure 3** shows simulation results from Figure 2, using SuperSpice, with temperature stepped from -50 to 150 in increments of 50 degrees, without MN1 in circuit.

**Figure 4** shows Figure 2 simulation results using SuperSpice, with temperature stepped from -50 to 150 in increments of 50 degrees, with MN1 in circuit.

Kevin Aylward
Basildon
Essex
U.K.
Ceramic cartridge preamp

This circuit would appeal to anyone restoring a Garrard SP25 turntable who would prefer to retain the Sonotone cartridge for authenticity but would prefer an improved sound quality.

It is often stated that ceramic cartridges produce an output voltage proportional to the force applied, which is only true if no load resistor is connected. More accurately, the charge is proportional to the applied force. With no load

\[ V = \frac{Q}{C} \]

where \( C \) is the self-capacitance of the cartridge. So voltage is proportional to charge, and to applied force.

Applying a sinusoidally varying force: \( F_0 \sin(\omega t) \) and differentiating gives:

\[ \frac{dQ}{dt} = F_0 \omega \cos(\omega t) \]

Obviously \( \frac{dQ}{dt} \) is the output current, so the output current varies with frequency, in exactly the same way as output voltage varies with frequency in a magnetic cartridge.

The ceramic cartridge can be modelled as a Norton source which varies with frequency loaded with a capacitor (the cartridge's self capacitance).

To achieve the 3183\( \mu \)s time constant all that is required is to load the current generator with a resistor and a capacitor in parallel, with the correct time constant. The capacitor is already in place (the cartridge's self capacitance) so the resistor is chosen as

\[ R = \frac{3180\mu \Omega}{C} \]

\( C \) was measured at 560pF, which gives \( R \) as 5.6M\( \Omega \). It should be noted that this is much greater than the 1M\( \Omega \) normally used as a load resistor for a ceramic cartridge, and could explain the poor bass response often observed. A 1M\( \Omega \) resistor in this position would produce a roll-off in the overall frequency response starting at 280Hz falling off below this figure at 6dB per octave. Having achieved the 6dB/octave slope from 50Hz, the next task is to obtain the flat section between 500Hz and 2122Hz and the continued 6dB/octave slope above 2122Hz. This is achieved with the op-amp circuit which gives a gain that rises from unity at 500Hz to 12dB above 2122Hz, \( R_2/C_1 \) being the 75\( \mu \)s time constant. This part of the circuit is usually missing altogether from a ceramic cartridge preamp, usually accompanied by the claim that the cartridge is 'mechanically equalized' to achieve this, and if you believe that, you'll believe anything.

A FET op-amp is mandatory here, as the input source impedance is 5.6M\( \Omega \) at low frequency. \( R_4 \) buffers the output of the op-amp against capacitive loads which could make it unstable.

Overall results were impressive, it was never intended to compete with the best of the magnetic cartridges, but it would certainly put some of the cheaper ones to shame. One thing that is immediately apparent is the lack of noise, but with an overall gain of only 12dB against over 50dB for the average magnetic cartridge it is hardly surprising. The circuit does have a tendency to pick up 50Hz hum, so mounting it underneath the chassis of the turntable as close as possible to the tone arm is a good idea. It is a matter of choice as to whether it is worth spending the extra money for a AD712 over a good old TL072.

Ian Benton
Ilkeston
Derbyshire
UK

R1 = 5.6M \( \Omega \)
R2 = 11k \( \Omega \)
R3 = 33k \( \Omega \)
R4 = 100k \( \Omega \)
C1 = 6.8nF
IC1 = AD712/TL072/LF353

[Diagram of the circuit]
Frequency synthesiser with auto ranging and reset on loading

The detailed schematic shows the two ICs which give the ideas shown in the title. Referring to the block diagram, U9 divides the o/p of the VCO, U4, by 1000 which is further divided by 20 in U3 and fed to U3. U2 is reset at a 200Hz rate by division of the 2MHz crystal oscillator by U5 and U6. U6 also outputs the kHz reference to U4 the PLL. When the VCO o/p reaches or exceeds 228kHz, a pulse output from U2 inputs U3 before U2 is reset. This triggers the lower half of the dual MV13 for the time set by R3 and C4. Capacitor C5 is charged through Di switching Q1 on through R5, in effect shorting out the VCO timing resistor R6, leaving only resistor R7 with C6 in the tuning circuit. This allows operation from 1kHz to 1.5MHz with a post VCO division of 0, 10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000 by programmed data selection in U15, of the outputs of U4 and U3. Practical limitations make selection by the units counter alone not suitable since modulation of the pulse width by the phase detector of the PLL may be visible. To obtain three digit frequency resolution the minimum selection would be 111kHz (1, 1, 1) and the maximum 1.221MHz (11, 11, 11) from the usual keypad entry of zero to 11. The keypad clock uses six pulses to shift each data nibble into the shift registers involved, U16, U17 and U18.

The upper section of U3 along with switch S1A and B is used to reset U16, U17 and U18 when set in the load position, this triggers U3 as C9 charges through R12 giving a negative reset pulse of ~300µs which may extend to ~600µs because of switch contact bounce. The enable common line to the shift registers holds them in the hiZ condition through R14 during loading. R13 discharges C9 when set to enable, preparing for reset when required. Loading is done LSB first, division selection 0 for no division (or no entry) 1 for 10, 2 for 100, 3 for 1,000, or 4 for 10,000. Units next 0 to 11, Tens 0 to 11 and hundreds last 0 to 11. A single entry of 1 to 11 will set the hundreds counter only, from 100kHz to 1.1MHz. Putting the switch in the down, enable position, will latch and activate the registers and down counters U12, U13 and U14 resulting in the selected frequency going to U10 the buffer output amplifier from data selector U15.

U10 is resistance matched to a 50 or 75Ω line and will give 3V into 50Ω or 6V open circuit. The choice of a 6 volt supply was due to the use of mixed CMOS and HCMOS available when this project was built as a switch controlled version. The zener control of U4 was to get the best performance from the 4046 PLL. The use of all HC devices with a 5V supply would probably extend operation several MHz by the use of the range switching idea described here, with component selection and the range switching frequency chosen.

C.V. Carlson
Calgary
Canada
Engineering versus pseudo-science

"Men are deplorably ignorant with respect to natural things... they must be made to quit the sort of learning that comes only from books, and that rests only on vain arguments from probability and upon conjectures."

William Gilbert from De Magnete, AD 1600.

Leslie Green CEng MIEE, explains

In the olden days, science did not exist as we know it today. Ideas were propagated based on opinions, unsubstantiated by any facts. Today we find it amusing that the Catholic Church insisted that the Earth was the centre of the universe. But in those days, anyone who tried to go against the Church's opinion was in trouble. Galileo, for example, was convicted of heresy in 1633 for this very offence.

Consider what is known today as Newton's second law: F = ma. This says that if you apply a constant force to a mass, the mass will accelerate indefinitely; even school-kids know this. But every adult knows you have to pull a cart harder to make it go faster. This 'common sense' view was both known and taught by Aristotle. In fact modern car manufacturers agree with Aristotle, using bigger engines in cars when they want higher top speeds.

Of course Newton was eventually accepted as being correct in this matter, the problem being that friction had not been taken into consideration in the car and car situations. Nevertheless, advancing new ideas can be a brave thing to do. The history of science and technology is littered with examples of those explorers of the natural world who merely reported their findings or theories, and were vehemently attacked for it.

If you can show somebody a simple experiment that clearly demonstrates your idea then there is never really a problem. The problems occur when the result of the experiment is subtle, or where the cause/effect relationship is not clear. Worse still is where the only proof of your theory comes from mathematics. And mathematics, particularly when this relationship is not clear. Worse still is where you have to convince the person their findings or theories, and were vehemently attacked for it.

If you can show somebody a simple experiment that clearly demonstrates your idea then there is never really a problem. The problems occur when the result of the experiment is subtle, or where the cause/effect relationship is not clear. Worse still is where the only proof of your theory comes from mathematics. And mathematics, particularly when this relationship is not clear. Worse still is where you have to convince the person their findings or theories, and were vehemently attacked for it.

Now Preece was a very important man and was knighted for his services. Heaviside, on the other hand, whilst respected by a select group of scientists, was poor all of his life. Guess who prevailed at the time! It was not until 1899 that Heaviside's additional inductance idea was used, although the patent was taken out by Pupin; a patent which incidentally earned Pupin some $1,000,000!

Heaviside's problems were that he was right, but unable to convince anyone of his rightness, and equally unable to profit from his ideas.

Nowadays we would say that he lacked people skills and financial acumen! One possible reason why he failed to convince people is that he had developed his own technical notation. This notation superseded the ghastly notation used by Maxwell, and is in fact the notation still used today. However, in order to understand what he was trying to explain, one first had to understand the terminology being used. This is still a large hurdle in many cases.

Another possible reason for his failure was his personal attacks on Preece, a well respected and important person. Heaviside's public condemnation of Preece's theories and experimental work was so public, and so frequent, that it made it difficult for Heaviside's papers to get published. Thus this anti-Preece campaign was actually counter-productive in the long run.

Modern Views

In modern science, no physical theory would be considered as validated without measurements. These measurements should preferably be reproducible by other labs, and in order to do so, the experimental requirements have to be given in sufficient detail that duplication is possible.

One difficulty is that the complexity of modern experiments can be so great that the results are merely 'consistent with the theory', rather than proving it beyond any reasonable doubt.

There was an experiment, reported in 1977, of an anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background radiation, measured by flying a U2 plane around in the upper atmosphere. The anisotropy meant the radiation was not the same in all directions. Anisotropy of the 4K cosmic radiation suggests what might pictorially be described as "aether drift". But when you then read that the amount of anisotropy amounted to less than 0.004K you have to wonder if the experimental conditions were sufficiently perfect for this to be a genuine result. One thing is for sure: very few scientists would have the interest to repeat this experiment, and even fewer would have the budget!

Any new theory has to have sufficient financial potential that somebody is willing to spend the time, and therefore the money, to reproduce the verification experiment. Remember that funding for just reproducing somebody else's work is not an easy thing to obtain.

Consider this simple question: Is the alternator in your car working properly? To test this question experimentally you might set the car idling with the headlights on, measuring the battery voltage with a hand-held DVM. If the voltage were 13.0V then you would know that the alternator or charging circuit was faulty. If the voltage were 14.0V then the alternator would be declared satisfactory. Of course in such an experiment one would first check the calibration of the DVM being used, avoiding unnecessary costly repairs on the one hand, or possible breakdown on the other. Nevertheless the experiment is simple enough to be convincing on its own.

Compare this with the question: Does a pointed lightning conductor attract lightning to a building? Experimental work in this field was (historically) so difficult that huge and heated controversies on the size, shape and deployment of lightning conductors existed for not just decades, but centuries.

Such controversy is easily defused by a good experiment. When such unpleasantness is encountered, both warring factions should seek a resolution in terms of definitive experiments, rather than continued personal mudslinging. This is the difference between scientific subjects, such as engineering, and pseudo-scientific subjects such as art. Nobody will ever be able to devise an ugliometer to quantify the artistic merits of a painting, for example.
Compare this view with the contents of one particular website, for which further advertising is not warranted. This site has, amongst its simple introductory material, a description of a theory about the phase relationships between the electric and magnetic fields within a photon. Now understand that any convincing portrayal of an internal structure of the photon would undoubtedly attract a Nobel Prize in Physics for its author.

On the site in question, the photon’s structure is presented with no experimental evidence, but just some simple, and from my point of view unconvincing, arguments. The author then asserts that he must therefore be right, and challenges all comers to prove him wrong. Then, having been ignored for some time, the lack of refutation somehow means that the theory must be right as nobody has successfully challenged it — according to rules laid down by the site’s author.

This self-publishing of non-reviewed material is a recent ‘benefit’ of the internet for which there is no historic precedent. Ordinarily one would at least have to convince an editor that what was being said had some sort of merit!

**Pseudo-experimentation**

Pseudo-scientists conduct experiments, some of which may be cheap and simple, but for which controls are not used, and for which the results are not measured in any objective sense. Consider ‘pyramid power’. People have proposed that placing used razor blade at the centre of a pyramid sharpens the blade. No doubt many people could be convinced that the blade is sharper when left overnight in the pyramid.

The trouble is that the sharpness of the blade is measured subjectively; the experimenter shaves with it and agrees that it is sharper. The first step is a control, use two blades: one is left in the pyramid and one is left somewhere outside the pyramid. The next step is the double blind. The person conducting the tests, interacting with the subjects, and recording the results, must not know which is the ‘pyramid-enhanced’ blade and which is the control. This process is necessary to prevent personal prejudice (bias) affecting the results.

Furthermore any statistical analysis of results should ideally be agreed upon before the results are obtained. It is all too easy to inadvertently draw a “best fit” line through noisy data points and get the slope or curvature desired. Thus data analysis should ideally be done only by computer, using a regression algorithm decided beforehand.

Picking the ‘correct’ regression algorithm can itself bias the results of an experiment.

All this sort of experimental technique is necessary when the experiments do not produce hard evidence. Results of a statistical nature are much more open to interpretation and personal bias.

It is important to point out that just declaring a theory foolish because it violates known scientific principles is not necessarily good science. If one is only allowed to check for acts that agree with known scientific principles, then how can any new scientific principles be discovered? In this respect, Einstein’s popularisation of the Gedankenexperiment (thought-experiment) is potentially a backward step.

Failures of experimental technique are however a valid and important target of criticism. If a piece of equipment is said to fail a two-tone intermodulation test, for example, the first thing I would want to know is what test equipment was used, and how was it established that the intermodulation was not being produced just by the action of summing the two signal generator outputs. It is actually very easy for intermodulation to be produced when two signal generator outputs are summed. Of course being a stickler for accuracy, even if the equipment passed the two-tone test, I would still want to know what effect summing the generators together produced by way of intermodulation products. The reason is obvious; it is quite possible for the intermodulation tones created by summing the generator outputs to null against the tones created in the equipment under test, thereby giving a false pass!

**Pseudo-science?**

One has to wonder whether present day hi-fi systems constitute engineering or pseudo-science. Certainly there is heated debate on the subject, of which gets very personal. It is therefore a brave engineer who tries to advance any ideas in this field, facing the wrath of those outspoken “golden eared” individuals who know better, or at least who claim to. One might hope that with the raft of measurements available to the test engineer, golden ears would no longer be either needed or wanted, and yet this does not seem to be the case.

It is demonstrably true that harmonic distortion tests alone are inadequate to quantify the performance of an audio amplifier, but you would think that a specification involving THD+N, the signal-to-noise ratio, frequency response flatness, 1dB bandwidth, noise, hum, pulse fidelity, output level for 0.1dB compression, input and output impedance (versus frequency), input CMRR (versus frequency), and two-tone intermodulation distortion, (and any I may have missed) would quantify an amplifier sufficiently to make testing an objective rather than a subjective process.

Now if hi-fi generates so much passionate debate, imagine the problem when dealing with atomic phenomena. The measurements made are inherently difficult and expensive. Even the most brilliant scientist could not ‘knock up’ a superconducting supercollider in their garden shed to experiment with. Thus important but expensive scientific areas can only be dealt with by institutions using funding extracted by excellent PR work.

Consider the case of beta particle radiation. We have a nucleus sitting there, minding its own business, and then, for no explicable reason, the nucleus decides to rearrange itself, ejecting a beta particle in the process. Now a beta particle is an electron, so one has to wonder what an electron was doing in the nucleus in the first place. But in the second place, this electron can be ejected at a speed of something like 90% of the speed of light. The more you think about this, the more you realise that it is a mind boggling concept.

Whilst an atomic radius is of the order of 200pm (2Å), a nuclear radius is of the order of 10fm, some twenty thousand times smaller. It is then left to the imagination of the reader as to how a supposedly stationary electron, which probably didn’t exist in the nucleus beforehand, suddenly coalesces out of the quark plasma (forming the nucleus) and accelerates from 0 to 0.9c in the space of less than 20fm.

In fact if you look too deeply into modern physics, with zero-point fluctuations, spontaneous pair production, superconductivity based on Cooper pairs of electrons many atomic radii distant from each other, Hawking radiation from black holes, superstrings occupying eleven dimensional space, quark binding force increasing with separation distance, and so forth, you may be glad that you took up electronics rather than this ‘occult subject’ known as modern physics!

In this modern world, big experiments are seldom done because of ‘interest’ in the sense of scientific curiosity; the people paying for the research want immediate material benefits from their investments. This is unfortunate; since the history of technology shows that scientific curiosity opens up the major advances in technology.

As a modern professional engineer you should want to know certain things about any new scientific phenomenon. How can you measure it? How can you improve or refine it? What can you make using it? How much money is it worth? This may sound cynical, but it is really a question of whether engineering is a profession or just a hobby for you.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY:**


Encyclopaedia of Physics, ed. by Lerner & Trigg, 2nd edn (VCH Publishers, 1991)
No amps for sale

In the May 2004 issue of EW, D Lucas stated that I “build and sell nil distortion amplifiers”. This is not the case. I design products for one of the more significant companies in the audio business, and they would be less than pleased if they thought that I was running a cottage industry making amplifiers in my spare time.

I should therefore like to make it very clear that I do not sell amplifiers, PCBs, or anything else pertaining to my designs. However, PCBs approved by me (many years ago) and kits of parts can be obtained from Gareth Connor at www.signaltransfer.freeuk.com.

I also read with great interest Ian Hickman’s article on spam. Interestingly, I have received virtually no spam since I moved to a broadband service provider, though why that should be I can’t imagine, as I am certainly no less active on the net. I can offer a solution to the problem of putting your email address on your website (some ISPs insist you do this, presumably so outraged surfers can complain directly, but I have a feeling this is not really enforced). The answer is—don’t. Instead show a picture of the email address, as a small GIF or whatever. Don’t make it a clickable link to your address, as that puts the address right back in the HTML, where the web-crawlers will nab it.

This technique requires potential correspondents to write the address down and type it in, but that should not discourage anyone with real motivation to contact you. For an example see my own modest offering at www.dself.dsl.pipex.com.
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On the subject of valve sound I
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Hi output impedance is a property

of valve amplifiers especially the
much vaunted single ended power amp. Of course if you replace the speaker system with a load resistor you will measure a reassuringly flat frequency response! The best sounding amplifiers don't have a sound which is characteristic either of valves or transistors, they are simply transparent. Although it is a concept, I like to think that this can only be achieved by good design. Using appropriate devices and circuit topologies. Often getting the sound right seems to be a matter of perspiration and luck.

Jeff McAulay
Chichester
Sussex
UK

Master and slave
With reference to the article 'Archiving' in the letters section of the may 2004 issue of Electronics World.

Perhaps Master and Minion might be more appropriate when say describing functions such as main and mere defendant, of parts of apparatus or devices.

Best wishes to Electronics World.

R.C.T. Stead
Hampton
Middlesex
UK

Colossus
Having just received my latest copy of Electronics World I was very interested to read the article on the Colossus computer. I was particularly interested in the bit about leaving the HT off. Back in 1959 I was working in the R&D department of Powers-Samas Accounting Machines at Whyteleafe in Surrey. Powers-Samas was a well-known company in the Croydon area for the manufacture of punched card accounting machines.

I was part of a team given the task of improving the reliability of a computer known as the PCC then being manufactured at the Crayford factory of Vickers(Eng). One of the problems was the short life of some of the valves. This machine was also being operated with heaters on but no HT.

Samples of the failed valves were sent to Mullard who discovered that the coating of the cathodes was being destroyed and put this down to cathode poisoning by the electrons that were not being attracted to the anodes.

I would be interested to know if the team at Bletchley Park know of this effect and have had similar problems.

D.F.W Jones Eng MIE
Westernham
Kent,
UK

Colossus... computer
Dear friends, Colossus was not a "computer" according to the definition of a computer = a computing device governed by a stored program (very important restriction!).

Colossus (1943) was indeed the first electronic calculator, built for one specific application only, but not a computer. After Colossus, there came (Howard Aiken, Harvard 1944) Mark I, also an electronic calculator, but not totally electronic, as it used relays, too; then IBM ASCC (Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator, 1944). The first computer (with stored program) was actually ZA (Konrad Zuse, Germany, Neukirchen 1945), which appeared before ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Calculator, 1946), which is usually accepted as the first real computer.

Zuse made his first calculators as early as 1938/1939 (Z1) with relays! E.P. Mänd
Helsinki
Finland

Blown fuse indicator
I write about the circuit idea 'Blown Fuse Indicator' in the May issue. I cannot see how the circuit can work as described.

I must assume, due to no markings on the circuit, that the lower horizontal line is the negative supply line. If so, when the fuse is in tact the green LED will not glow as it is reverse biased. The red LED will glow when the fuse blows.

If the diagram is wrongly drawn and the green LED should be the other way around, both LEDs will be grossly overloaded as they are in series across the supply with no current limiting resistance.

Also, it will not work with shunt diodes across the LEDs with an AC supply, but will work with series diodes to protect the LEDs.

Marcus Wilson
Wellington
New Zealand

Colossus IS a computer
Ivor Catt's article (Boolean castles in the air, July 2004) says: "I have checked back to find that circuitry was so expensive and small in number that machines like Colossus had virtually no logic design content" (middle column, page 29). This is not so, Colossus has a very large amount of logic, mainly equivalence/non-equivalence in the form of XNOR gates, implemented using pentodes. The other logic used, also in large amounts is NOT, OR, NOR, AND, NAND. The machine does up to 100 logical comparisons on data from the paper tape every 200µS, mechanical devices could not do that. Triodes are only used as cathode following buffers. The whole purpose of Colossus was to break the German Lorenz code, no expense was spared. Even if logic (including XOR) had been ten times the price it was in 1943, they would still have used it. In fact Colossus was never intended to be a "Computer", it was a tool to help some very clever mathematicians implement some very clever techniques. In 1943 the term Computer meant a person sitting at a desk calculating and performing logic. It so happens that Colossus now fits the name Computer, a name that was devised after it was. I invite Ivor to come and look at the circuit diagrams for Colossus and admire the rebuild.

Charles Coultas
charles@dataskil.com

Reflections
The statement by J. S. Linfoot (EW Letters, June 2004) that reflected power may be absorbed by the source needs to be treated with care. Certainly, as a National Service trainee radar technician in the 1950s, I was taught that power reflected from the load is absorbed in the source, but this needs qualification. Before deciding what happens to the power, it is necessary to consider what load the source sees, and what are the resultant currents and voltages. For example, in the case of a 10Ohm Thomson source delivering 1W to a matched 1ohm load, there is additionally 1W internal dissipation in the source, whose open circuit terminal EMF would be 2V. If all of the power is reflected due to a total mismatch, viz. a short or open circuit seen at the source terminals, the internal dissipation in the source will be 4W or zero respectively, in the case of the usual type of generator (Thomson), or zero and 4W respectively in the case of a Norton generator. In either case, the internal dissipation is not equal to the 1W...
internal dissipation of the matched case plus the reflected 1W.

There is however, a class of generators where the total dissipation is independent of the degree of mismatch of the load. A 1W Hickman Type I generator always results in 2W total dissipation, whether 1W in the load and 1W internal, or 0W in the load and 2W internal, or anywhere in between. Thus it may truly be said to absorb any reflected power completely. It consists of the combination of a Thévenin and a Norton generator, and full details can be found in my Design Brief article ‘RF reflections’, *Electronics World & Wireless World*, October 1993, pp 872 – 876. It also describes the Hickman type II generator, which behaves in the same way.

Ian Hickman
By email

The mystery of magnetic lines of force

I have been involved in several discussions with astronomers about their perceptions of magnetic lines of force. These magnetic lines of force are alleged to have physical properties that are used to explain many astronomical phenomena. The Earth's Dynamo theory is based on the actions of these lines and sunspots are alleged to be created when these lines get "tangled". Some astronomical sources claim that ionised particles can travel along these lines while others claim that ionised particles spiral around them.

In the 40-odd years of reading WW and its successors I cannot remember reading anything about any device that can detect magnetic lines of force. I do not believe that magnetic lines of force exist any more than force. I do not believe that magnetic lines of force exist. However, I am prepared to admit that there is a gap in my knowledge if a magnetic field line detector exists.

Is there such a device? I know that magnetic field strengths can be measured with a field strength meter as easily as atmospheric pressure can be measured with a barometer. Yet these measuring devices give no indication of where magnetic lines or isobars are physically located - if they exist.

The classic demonstration of the shape of a magnetic field with iron filings on a card placed over a magnet will show apparent lines. If this demonstration is repeated many times with the same magnet and fresh filings, it will be noted that the apparent lines never occur in the same places twice. In other words, iron filings do not indicate the presence of stationary magnetic field lines.

Can any EW reader offer some enlightenment on this subject?

Wilf James
By email

JLH info

I was very sad to read in the May 2004 issue of *Electronics World* that JLH has passed away. I have been enjoying reading his professional but always very practical articles over the years in various magazines.

In the same issue there was an interesting schematic of JLH's distortion monitor that I was not previously aware of. Instead, I have built his portable distortion meter (with a test signal) published in the October 1982 issue of HFN/RR, please see a photo attached. This meter utilises opamps and has a very good performance; I used it in the 80s to compare the distortion levels produced by my Teac X-1000 3-head open-reel tape recorder with various tapes, biases, etc.

I also attach a useful web address which has lots of information on JLH designs including a valuable list of his published articles:

http://www.tcaas.btinternet.co.uk

Sauli Palo
Helsinki
Finland

Not me guy

Whilst Ivor Catt's thesis, “Not me, guv” (EW May 2004) deserves credit for drawing attention to a potential EMC hazard, there are practical reasons why, in the majority of cases, the problem described is of little consequence.

In the third paragraph of the article, measurements of the inrush current of a transformer due to magnetic remanence of the core are quoted as 'some 100A'. The article does not give the context of the measurement (i.e., characteristics of the transformer measured). The majority of equipment using the circuit of figure 2 in the article will have significant transformer primary winding resistance. For example, a 100VA transformer will have a primary resistance of the order of 40 ohms so that, on a 230Vac line, the inrush current would be limited to 8A if the supply were turned on at the peak. It would seem therefore that the hazard described would only arise for transformers of above, say, 1kVA.

Finally, good practice in power supply design can include a voltage dependant resistor in series with the transformer primary where inrush current is likely to be a hazard. A 4 ohm resistor might not be appropriate in all cases.

Quite apart from any "higher mathematics", another reason why the problem does not appear in EMC tests is because the testing methodology imposes a LISN network (having its own impedance) between the power source and the EUT (equipment under test). This is done in order to isolate the EUT from supply-borne interference so that interference generators can be applied in a controlled manner. Like Mr Catt, I am only too aware that EMC testing is overly concerned with the steady state. Furthermore, the statutory tests are restricted to a common range of interference modes which have been successful in improving equipment quality. However, for a particular equipment design there may be other interference modes that statutory testing does not reveal.

In my experience, too little design attention is given to 'real world' malfunctions arising from turn-off or turn-on transients. Before EMC testing became a discipline of its own - with exotic and expensive test gear, I used to wrap the mains lead of an (un-suppressed) electric drill around the EUT. If it survived that, it rarely went wrong in the field.

Ray Penny
Arundel
West Sussex
UK

Ivor question answered

Ivor must be referring to XOR. My boss, Jon, used to pose the problem at interview to prospective employees of how to swap the contents of two registers without any other change of state.

Solution:

XOR A,B; Destination on the right BTW
XOR B,A
XOR A,B
Cute

Paul Bartlett
By email
Less Catt please

I felt that I should write to express my disappointment at seeing yet another article in your magazine by Ivor Catt. Like many I feel that his work is insulating, ill informed, badly written rubbish by someone who clearly hasn’t worked for the past fifty years and has the writing style of someone stuck in the mid 50’s. For example I read that Ivor Catt has moved on from insulting anyone who has dealt with EMC issues and now has problems with Boolean algebra and what he calls “Oxford logic” and he doesn’t believe that you need OR gates in logic design or some such nonsense. I would also add that if you are going to quote references to support some argument its best not to quote your own work, as he tends to do otherwise it looks as if you are agreeing with yourself.

I see by your response to such comments, labeling them as a flap, that you feel such views do not matter. I for one will not be buying another copy of Electronics World as it has been reduced from a magazine for working engineers to Ivor Catts mouthpiece for his ill-informed views.

Unsigned
By email

Well over half of the letters I get on the subject of Ivor Catt, either support him or at least like his style. As editor, I have to go with the majority vote. – Ed.

More Catt ‘history’

I am always interested and often amused by Ivor Catt’s articles and letters. This time (Boo.In Castle in the air) he approaches rather closer than normal to some of my specific interests and so I feel I ought to comment on a couple of his assertions.

The Ferrari Atlas and the IBM 7030 (Stretch) is indeed one of the earliest supercomputers. Both were foundations of much of the technology that appeared in later computers.

Stretch is normally considered a failure in spite of being the world’s fastest computer from 1961-1965 because only nine systems were built and they were mostly sold at a loss. Atlas is normally considered a success yet only three systems were built (+ three more “cut down” and slower Atlas II systems). In both cases counts of systems sold are the official figures and there might have been one or two more sold to the “spooks” (NSA/GCHQ or their predecessors).

Fans of the Atlas had, perhaps, the last laugh when in 1970 the IBM system 370 was launched with the slogan “IBM announces tomorrow” when the main new feature was the virtual memory pioneered in Atlas.

I am inclined to leave the defence of mathematical logic from Catt’s serious misunderstandings of its nature to others with greater skill. What he thinks of as “logic” is “Boolean logic” – a very small part of a much larger subject.

However, I will come back in on the Exclusive Or. When I read his original letter I wondered what he was on about - it couldn’t, surely, be our old friend the XOR, could it? Now I see from his article that it is precisely that to which he refers. The reason the XOR isn’t given the prominence he feels it deserves is quite simple - it is not a fundamental operation but can be built-up from AND/OR/NOT (or in fact from either NOR or NAND) whereas it cannot be itself used as a building-block to produce one of these more fundamental operations. In the logic design of older computers XOR is most often found as part of the “half-adder” (the XOR produces the “sum” bit; an AND gate produces the “carry”).

Andy Holt
Ray/eigh
Essex
UK

Capacitance meter

As the author of the article on the construction of a Capacitance Meter (EW March, 2004), I read with interest Paolo Palazzi’s letter published in EW for July.

I think his theoretical comments on excessive current flow are correct and it would appear that the CMOS 40106 IC is being required to supply current well beyond its means.

However it would seem that Mr. Palazzo may have forgotten that the first gate of the 40106 is behaving much more like a linear amplifier with the unknown capacitor minimally charging and discharging about 6 volts. However, even with the highest value capacitors sufficient current is available for gate N1 to provide a waveform able to reach the trigger points of the paralleled buffer gates N2 and N3. They produce an exact copy of the frequency of gate N1, but now rail-to-rail; nothing is under electrical stress and nothing heats up. The slight drift in component value that he refers to is not due to heating but as I said in my article, to the capacitor reforming.

David Ponting
Bristol
UK

Buzz Lightyear

Infinity has been defined by Leitz (the famous optical company) and here I quote from ‘Leica M The Advanced School of Photography’ “Leitz applies the largest number that can be utilized in the computer, namely: (infinity) = 1,701,411,834,605 x 10^35 m”

Huw Finney
Maidenhead
UK

The Catt question – EW challenge

Two letters in the July issue prompt me to take a minor initiative, and to relay my replies to the wvv in the hope that our editor will be able to publish them later. For the present, they are at the bottom of www.ivorcatt.com/44.htm Regarding “The Catt Question”, EW reader Alan Robinson favours the ‘Westerner’ answer of Dr Neil McEwan, Reader in Electromagnetism, while the second letter writer Ian Darney favours the ‘Southerner’ answer of Pepper FRS. They reinforce our concern that the question is unresolved.

For many years, for instance in the pages of Electronics World, I have offered a large sum of money to any student who succeeds in getting his accredited lecturer or text book writer to write a signed, dated document discussing “The Catt Question”, to no avail. Now the offer is put on a firmer footing.

I have opened a bank account containing £2,000 which our Editor can access. This is the prize behind the EW challenge.

I suggest to the editor that “accredited” should mean Reader in Electromagnetism, author of published text book from mainstream publisher, or similar. Professor of Electronic Engineering will do, but not Professor of Electrical Engineering.

My advice to the Editor is that the first student who succeeds in getting his accredited lecturer or text book writer to write, sign and date meaningful, intelligible comment on ‘The Catt Question’ should receive the first prize of £500. The next ten successful students should receive £100 each. A student who provides documentary proof that his accredited lecturer or text book writer refused to make meaningful comment should receive £50.

Prizes should be paid out until the money runs out. Any third party contributions will be added to the fund.

In due course of time, all written, signed, dated comment (and all proof of refusal to comment) will be reached via my website at www.ivorcatt.com/44.htm. Only written comment the whole of which our editor understands can receive a prize. The challenge is open to the whole world. All comments must be in English.

The decision of the Editor is final.

Ivor Catt
St. Albans
Hertfordshire
UK
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<td>VALVE AMPLIFIERS</td>
<td>£29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-7506-7683-3</td>
<td>ANALOG ELECTRONICS: CIRCUITS, SYSTEMS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING</td>
<td>£35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-7506-7695-7</td>
<td>DIGITAL INTERFACE HANDBOOK</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-7506-5503-8</td>
<td>BEBOP TO THE BOOLEAN BOOGIE: AN UNCONVENTIONAL GUIDE TO ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>£27.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please order or search the following:

- **Code**
- **Description**
- **Qty**
- **Price**

**POSTAGE & PACKING FREE IN THE UK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Daytime Tel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enclose a cheque/postal order value £</td>
<td>payable to 'Boffin Books Ltd'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please debit my Access/Visa/Switch/Delta card Issue number (Switch only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card Number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiry Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Postage charges outside the UK available upon request or email: sales@boffinbooks.demon.co.uk*
Put your web address in front of 18,000 electronic fanatics. Electronics World acknowledge your company's needs to promote your web site, which is why we are dedicating 2 pages in every issue to WEB ADDRESSES. Linage only will cost £150 + vat for a full year. Linage with colour screen shot will cost £350 + vat for a full year, this will include the above plus 3cm shot of your web site which we can produce if required.

To take up this offer or for more information telephone
Steve Morley
Tel 01322 611254
E-mail s.morley@highburybiz.com

CHYGWYN
www.chygwyn.com

ChyGwyn Limited offers electronic design and embedded software development for remote monitoring, embedded appliances, set-top boxes and similar devices. We are experts in customisation of Linux and write device drivers for custom hardware.

CONFORD ELECTRONICS
www.confordelec.co.uk/index.shtml

Lightweight portable battery/mains audio units offering the highest technical performance. Microphone, Phantom Power and Headphone Amplifiers. Balanced/unbalanced signal lines with extensive RFI protection.

COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY
www.componenttechnology.co.uk

- PIC microcontroller kits and modules for students and hobbyists.
- 18F45X, 16F87X Proto-Boards for ease and fast development of project ideas.
- Infrared Illuminators for CCTVs in low ambient light security areas.
- Analogue 8-channel high voltage isolator. Data logging.
- 5% discount code 'elwwdir2004' for Electronics World readers.
- Consultancy
- TIG control systems – REIS interface.
- Real-time X-ray Imaging.

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
www.cricklewoodelectronics.co.uk

Cricklewood Electronics stock one of the widest ranges of components, especially semiconductors including ICs, transistors, capacitors, all at competitive prices.

DB TECHNOLOGY
www.dbtechnology.co.uk

Anechoic chamber and open area test site.
- Compliance Tests
- Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests.
- Fixes included. FCC Listed.
- Flexible hourly booking available.

GREENWELD
www.greenweld.co.uk

Whether your interest is in electronics, model engineering, audio, computer, robots or home and leisure products (to name just a few) we have a wide range of new and surplus stock available.

FTDI designs and sells USB-UART and USB-FIFO interface IC's. Complete with PC drivers these devices simplify the task of designing or upgrading USB peripherals.
To reserve your web site space phone Steve Morley
Tel: 01322 611254
Fax: 01322 611339

MCES Ltd
Web: www.mces.co.uk

MCES are a specialist electronics company providing a high quality repair, rework and re-manufacturing service to electronic modules and sub assemblies, including handling both large and small volume production and rework for major manufacturers.
Established in 1972 we have continued to make large investments in specialist test equipment, surface mount technology and tooling enabling us to diagnose repair and verify a wide range of electronic modules to a very high standard.
We also operate a fitting service for surface mount multi pin IC's and BGA's.

NORCALL Ltd
www.tetra-com.co.uk

Suppliers programmers and repairers of new and refurbished two-way radio equipment. Retuning and recrystalling service available. All types of batteries chargers and aerials supplied.
e-mail: noreall@aol.com

SOFTCOPY
www.softcopy.co.uk

As a PC data base or hard copy, SoftCopy can supply a complete index of Electronics World articles over the past ten years. Photo copies of articles from back issues are also available.

TELEVES
www.televes.com

Television website was launched as an easier way to keep in contact with our World-wide Network of Subsidiaries and Clients. This site is constantly updated with useful information/news plus you can download info on our range: TV Aerials & accessories, Domestic and Distribution amplifiers, Systems Equipment for DTT and Analogue TV, Meters and much more.
Tel: 44(0) 1633 875821
e-mail: hbotas@televes.com

TR Control Solutions
www.trcontrolssolutions.com

We specialise in products and services for serial communications, protocol conversion, wireless communications and embedded ethernet.
Tel: +44 (0) 208 823 9230.

ULTRA-CREA OY
www.ultra-crea.fi

Our business idea is to provide our customers complete service, i.e. design from the customer specification to the delivery of finished and tested products. Our offerings are as follows:
- RF transmission line filters from 100MHz to 3GHz
- Special antennas to frequencies as above
- Transmitter and Receiver modules
- RF-subunits such as amplifiers, oscillators, directionional couplers etc.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

"UK's largest supplier of high quality loudspeaker kits and drive units
Comprehensive range of components and accessories, including damping products, connectors and grilles materials. Demonstration facilities available.
Electronics World is enjoyed by some of the world's top circuit designers - but it's not just for professionals. Stimulating designers for almost a century. Electronics World covers analogue, RF and digital circuit technology and incorporates design information on everything from model train control to input/output via a 10baseT network.. and it's now available all on CD-ROM.

- 12 issues on each CD-ROM
- Full text and diagrams of all articles, circuit ideas, letters etc
- Easy to browse
- Fully searchable by keywords and index
- High-quality print in colour
- Full software listings included
- easy to use


The CD-ROMs are only £30 each including VAT and UK post, add £1 extra postage for Europe, £5 extra postage for rest of the world, exclusively available from SoftCopy Limited, address below.

Limited special offer for readers of Electronics World - all five CDs for the price of four.

Please send the following CD-ROMS

| qty 1999 | NAME |
| qty 2000 | Address |
| qty 2001 | |
| qty 2002 | |
| qty 2003 | Card Number | Expiry |

Order now at:

www.ewmag.co.uk

SoftCopy Limited, 1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham GL53 0NU, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1242 241455 Fax: +44 (0) 1242 241468 sales@softcopy.co.uk
FRUSTRATED!
Looking for ICs TRANSISTORS? A phone call to us could get a result. We offer an extensive range and with a World-wide database at our fingertips, we are able to source even more. We specialise in devices with the following prefix (to name but a few).

ADC AN AM AY BA BD BD T1 BDW BDY BDX BF
BFR BFS BFT BFW BFY BLX BS BR BOX BY BS BS BSV BSX BT BTA BTB BRW BUK BUV BW
BUX BUZ CA CD DX CXX DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HC FF HD HEP ICL LCM IRF IKA
KIA L LA LB LC LD LF LM M M5M MA MBA MB MC
MDA MJ MJE M KY MN MPS MPSA MPSU MRF NJM NE OF OP PA PAL PIC PN RC S SAA SAB
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SG SI SLSN SO STA STK STR STR
STRM STRS SVI T TA TAA TAD TBC TC TCA TDA TDB
TEA TIC TIP TPI TL TL TMC TMS TPU T U UA
UAA UC UDN ULM UMP UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZN
ZTX + many others

Please visit our website at www.cricklewoodelectronics.com
17 thousand components in stock

Mail, phone, Fax, Credit Card orders & callers welcome.

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET
Tel: 020 8452 0161 Fax: 020 8208 1441
Visit our new www.cricklewoodelectronics.com
Email: sales@cricklewoodelectronics.com

Electrical Engineers and diplomats contacts wanted

Graduate Engineers particularly Electrical and Electronic Engineers from different countries should write to me giving telephone numbers. Several persons should preferably write together.

I am requesting all foreign embassies and consulates in London to send me free, their informative materials, dailies, weeklies, monthlies, press releases etc. I shall ever remain grateful to them for their help.

I am circulating this advertisement on the most tragic anniversary of the death of my dear son who was a student of Mechanical Engineering in the Vienna Technical University.

Persons of all other professions, of all other nationalities at home and abroad are also requested to write to me.

I think IEEE spectrum can be used as a medium for contacts and fostering friendship and co-operation among Electrical & Electronic Engineers from all over the world.

ADVERTISER
PO BOX 97
A1202 VIENNA
AUSTRIA
Service Link

ARTICLES WANTED

TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves, tubes, semi conductors and ICs.
Laingrex Supplies Limited
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 20P
TEL: 020 8684 1166 FAX: 020 8684 3056

FOR SALE

fastcomponants
the best way to buy components
1000 pcs resistor kit £9.99
240 pcs capacitor kit £4.99
Brand new high quality component kits at wholesale prices!

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

designersystems
Electronic design and manufacturing services for the new millennium:
- Embedded monitoring & control
- PSTN telephones and test equipment
- Datacoms, interfaces, fibre-optics etc.
- Switch Mode & Linear PSU and battery management
- Gas detection systems
- Printed Circuit Board design
- Technical documentation, schematics, layout & language translation

Email: sales@designersystems.co.uk
Tel/Fax: +44 (0) 1872 223306

PCBs
Conv/PTH/Multi-Layer/Flexible • UK & Far East production
- CAD Layout • Electronic Design • Assembly (prototype & production)
- SMD m/c assy @ 18,500 cph

DELIVERIES FROM
24 HOURS

Prototype PTH PCBs from £40.00

Visit www.pcbtrain.com

Designer Systems
Design & Manufacturing ltd

For a free consultation on how best to market your products/services to a professional audience ring STEVE on 01322 611254

SERVICE LINK

SERVICES

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
Switched Mode PSU
Power Factor Correction
designed to your specification
Tel/Fax: 01243 842520
e-mail: eugen_hus@cix.co.uk
Lomond Electronic Services

TV/VCR CIRCUITS
(We do not stock audio or monitor information)

TEL: 0114 285 4254
CTV Circuits from £5.00
VCR Circuits from £7.00
CTV Manuals from £10.50
VCR Manuals from £14.50
User instructions also available (P.P. add £2.50 to each order)
419 LANGSEIT ROAD
SHEFFIELD S6 2LL
MANUAL COLLECTIONS PURCHASED
(POST 1995)

BEST CASH PRICES PAID
FOR VALVES KT88,
PX4 AND MOST
AUDIO/OTHER TYPES.
Tel: 01403 784961

Billington Export Ltd
Surrey RH14 9EZ
Fax 01403 783519
Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk
Visitors by appointment

For a FREE consultation on how best to market your products/services to a professional audience ring STEVE on 01322 611254

WATCH FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

WANTED

Surplus or Obsolete Electronic Components

Turn your excess stock into instant cash!

SEND OR FAX YOUR LIST IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

Will collect anywhere in the UK

MUSHROOM COMPONENTS

28 College Street, Kempston, Bedfordshire, MK42 8LU
Tel: 01234 363611 Fax: 01234 326611
E-mail: sales@mushroom.co.uk
Internet: www.mushroom.co.uk

To market your products/services to a professional audience ring STEVE on 01322 611254
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THERE IS INTERESTING NEWS

OSCILLOSCOPE

The Handyscope 3 is a powerful and versatile two channel measuring instrument with an integrated function generator.

- USB 2.0 connection (USB 1.1 compatible)
- sample speed up to 100 MHz per channel
- 8 to 16 bit resolution (6 μVolt resolution)
- 50 MHz bandwidth
- input sensitivity from 200 mVolt up to 80 Volt
- large memory up to 131060 samples per channel
- four integrated measuring devices
- spectrum analyser with a dynamic range of 95 dB
- fast transient recorder up to 10 kHz
- several trigger features
- auto start/stop triggering
- auto disk function up to 1000 files
- auto setup for amplitude axis and time base
- auto trigger level and hysteresis setting
- cursor measurements with 21 read-outs
- very extensive function generator (AWG) 0-2 MHz, 0-12 Volt

for more information, demo software, software, source code and DLL's visit our internet page: http://www.tiepie.nl
### NETWORK ANALYSERS
- **ATHP 5547A 20M/s 50 Ohm Parameter Test Set**: £2150
- **ATHP 35484A 150MHz 50 Ohm Spectrum Network Analyser**: £2350
- **ATHP 3537A 50MHz-2000MHz Vector Network Analyser**: £4750
- **ATHP 35384A 150MHz Network/ Spectro Analysis**: £5450
- **ATHP 5714ET 3GHz Vector Network Analyser c/w TR**: £950
- **ATHP 57304 3GHz Vector Network Analyser c/w TR**: £975
- **ATHP 57304D 3GHz Vector Network Ana c/w 5 Param**: £10250
- **ATHP 5753D/08 6GHz Vector Network Analyser c/w TR**: £16250
- **Avantek 37HHB1A/C 40MHz-4GHz Vector Network Analyser**: £24950

### FUNCTION GENERATORS
- **ATHP 4192A 1MHz Impedance Impedance Analyser**: £4550
- **ATHP 4193A 110MHz Impedance Impedance Analyser**: £3550
- **ATHP 4194A 40MHz Impedance Analyser**: £1550
- **ATHP 4195A 30MHz Precision LCD Counter**: £720
- **ATHP 4242A 110MHz Precision Impedance Impedance Analyser**: £2295
- **ATHP 4339A High Resistance Meter**: £245
- **ATHP 4815A Vector Impedance Meter 50kHz-100MHz**: £115

### ELECTRICAL POWER
- **BMI 11-16 1-4kHz Current Clamp For BMI 4800/100G**: £65
- **Drancor P94100 Power Quality Analyser**: £4950
- **Kew 76001A SKV Insulation Tester**: £3500

### FREQUENCY COUNTERS
- **ATHP 3533A/030 30Hz Universal Counter**: £135
- **ATHP 3533A/030 30Hz 12 Digit Frequency Counter**: £145
- **ATHP 5755A 200kHz Frequency Counter**: £95
- **ATHP 5755A 200kHz Frequency Counter**: £145
- **ATHP 5755A 200kHz Frequency Counter**: £95
- **ATHP 5755A 200kHz Frequency Counter**: £145
- **ATHP 5755A 200kHz Frequency Counter**: £95
- **ATHP 5755A 200kHz Frequency Counter**: £145

### FUNCTION GENERATORS
- **ATHP 32545A 1GHz Function Generator**: £275
- **ATHP 32546A 100MHz Function Generator**: £135
- **ATHP 32547A 10MHz Function Generator**: £225
- **ATHP 32548A 20MHz Function Generator**: £125
- **ATHP 32549A 50MHz Function Generator**: £185

### OSCILLOSCOPES
- **ATHP S54040 4 Channel 50MHz/2GHz Digiscoping Oscilloscope**: £3250
- **ATHP S54050 4 Channel 50MHz/2GHz Digiscoping Oscilloscope**: £3250
- **Lecroy LE5404C 4 Channel 1GHz/2GHz Digiscoping Oscilloscope**: £1050
- **Tek TDS2046B 4 Channel 100MHz/1GHz Digiscoping Oscilloscope**: £1950
- **Tek TDS2044B 4 Channel 100MHz/1GHz Digiscoping Oscilloscope**: £1950

### TV & VIDEO
- **TTC TIMS-4S TIMS Test Set for Fireberd 4000/6000**: £375
- **TIC Fireberd 6000A Communication Analyser**: £375
- **Trend AURORA DUET Basic & Primary Rate ISDN Tester**: £375

### SIGNAL GENERATORS
- **ATHP 44439A 3GHz Synthesised Signal Generator**: £1395
- **Marconi 2022E 10MHz-1GHz 800kHz Synthesised Signal Generator**: £245
- **Marconi 2021B 1GHz-2GHz Signal Generator**: £245
- **Trend AURORA DUET Basic & Primary Rate ISDN Tester**: £375

### AMPLIFIERS
- **ATHP 8153D/IDS 3GHz Vector Network Ana c/w S Param**: £245
- **ATHP 8122C 40GHz Vector Network Analyser**: £245
- **ATHP 8114E/61 3GHz Vector Network Analyser dw TR**: £245
- **ATHP 3589A 150MHz Network/Spectrum Analyser**: £245

### POWER SUPPLIES
- **ATHP 6040A 150W 150V DC Power Supply**: £125
- **ATHP 6040B 12V 1A DC Power Supply**: £125
- **ATHP 6040B 300W Electronic Load (0-300V 30A)**: £125
- **ATHP 6040B 200W DC Power Supply**: £125

### CALIBRATORS
- **ATHP 56380/075 GPI 300MHz/1GHz Spectrum Scope Option**: £115
- **Fluke 720A Kelvin-Van der Pauw**: £95
- **Keithley 220 Programmable Current Source**: £245
- **Keithley 224 Programmable Current Source**: £225

### MILLIMETRE WAVES
- **ATHP 41930 110MHz Impedance Analyser**: £225
- **ATHP 41929 1MHz Impedance Analyser**: £425
- **ATHP 41939 110MHz Impedance Impedance Analyser**: £155
- **ATHP 41949 40MHz Impedance Analyser**: £155
- **ATHP 41959 30MHz Precision LCD Counter**: £720
- **ATHP 42429 110MHz Precision Impedance Impedance Analyser**: £2295
- **ATHP 43399 High Resistance Meter**: £245
- **ATHP 48159 Vector Impedance Meter 50kHz-100MHz**: £115

---

**Quality Second User Test Equipment**

**Warranty on all second user equipment - 12 months inclusive.**

---

**Test Equipment Rental Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment Description</th>
<th>Rate (GBP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRT Monitor 14&quot;</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT Monitor 17&quot;</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT Monitor 19&quot;</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT Monitor 21&quot;</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT Monitor 23&quot;</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rental charges are subject to change without notice.**

---

**Customer Care**

**Email:** info@TestEquipmentHQ.com

**Telephone:**
- **01753 596000**
- **Fax:** 01753 59 6001

**Website:** www.TestEquipmentHQ.com

---

**The only company with the confidence to offer 12 month warranty as standard, with 24 month available!**

---

**Free delivery with every order over £50.**

---

**Palm Tree shipped with every order.**